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Prior to the Canadian Supreme Court’s decision in *Bedford v. Canada*, everyone who “live[d] wholly or in part on the avails of prostitution of another person” committed a criminal offense in Canada, liable to imprisonment for up to ten years. In other words, pimps, traffickers, and other third parties were generally prohibited from making a living off the backs of prostituted persons. A similar approach to prostitution is found in most parts of the United States, with a few exceptions. Canada has also prohibited keeping a bawdy-house (or “place”) for prostitution, or, among other things, “having charge or control” of any place while “knowingly” permitting parts
of it to be used for prostitution. The penalties ranged from a summary conviction to at most two years imprisonment.

The avails provision facilitated the prosecution of traffickers—pimps and other profiteers of prostitution—who otherwise could abuse the prostituted persons’ fear to testify, or benefit from the difficulties in proving various elements of the more complex trafficking offense. Generally, unless evidence to the contrary existed, the avails provision only required proof that someone was “habitually in the company” of a prostituted person to make an initial presumption that such persons were living on earnings of the prostitution of others. Case law prior to Bedford established certain exceptions where this presumption could not be applied without further evidence of exploitation. The provision’s design, with regard to its relatively lax burden of proof, contrasts with trafficking laws that include more requirements that need to be proven in order to apply them against exploitation in prostitution. In this sense the bawdy-house provisions have also facilitated prosecuting traffickers and other profiteers of prostitution who creatively conceal incriminating activities that are difficult to prove under tracking laws.

Canadians find themselves in a situation in which the avails and bawdy-house provisions have been struck down as unconstitutional across the board.

6 Id.
7 Already in 1992, the Supreme Court of Canada noted that the avails provision eliminated the need for prostituted persons to testify against pimps, whom the court recognized to be generally dangerous in such situations as they often threatened prostituted persons with reprisals to gain evidence of exploitation or abuse at the hands of their pimps. R. v. Downey, [1992] 2 S.C.R. 10, 36–39 (Can.). The Royal Canadian Mounted Police have also noted in a recent report on human trafficking in Canada that most investigations also involve other prostitution-related charges, including violations of the avails provision, and that trafficking charges are sometimes omitted because charges such as living off the avails of prostitution tend to be easier to prove compared to the requirements under trafficking laws (e.g., there is no need to prove “exploitation” or “fear” in the former). Royal Can. Mounted Police, Human Trafficking in Canada 37 (2010).
8 Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 212(3) (Can.).
9 See infra Part III.C for details.
10 For further comment on Canadian trafficking statutes, see infra notes 325–346 and accompanying text.
11 See infra notes 347–356 and accompanying text (discussing application of bawdy-house laws).
12 See infra notes 347–356 and accompanying text (discussing application of bawdy-house laws); cf. Royal Canadian Mounted Police, supra note 7, at 38–39 (discussing how “victim cooperation” is typically crucial to obtain necessary evidence of exploitation, coercion, or deception for prosecuting trafficking, and that fear of reprisal from pimps is common among trafficking survivors, which obstruct cooperation with law enforcement).
in *Bedford v. Canada* (2013). An application was brought under Canadian rules of civil procedure by three women who sought a declaration that the laws were unconstitutional. The women had either been third parties in prostitution and/or said they had been bought for sex. The Province of Ontario’s highest court essentially found, as did the Supreme Court of Canada, that the avails provision prevented those who are prostituted from being assisted by brothel management, escort agencies, bodyguards, or drivers, among others, who were seen as people that would generally enhance the safety and well-being of prostituted persons if not for the law. Similar rationales were invoked to strike down the bawdy-house provisions, on the view that systematically organized indoor prostitution (also by third parties) substantially improved safety, support, and reduced harm for prostituted persons. The guarantees in Canada’s 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms of prostituted persons’ “life, liberty[,] and security of the person” were invoked to strike at these two laws. The bawdy-house provisions were thus invalidated. The Court of Appeal for Ontario had rewritten the avails provision so that “the prohibition on living on the avails of prostitution applies only to those who do so ‘in circumstances of exploitation.’” In practice, these judicial actions reversed a presumption of guilt into a presumption of innocence on behalf of those who profit from the prostitution of others. The

---


15 See *id.* at paras. 10–12.

16 See *Bedford* (Can.), supra note 1, paras. 66–67 (Can.).

17 See *Bedford* (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at paras. 207–12; *Bedford* (Can.), supra note 1, at paras. 63–64.

18 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, §7, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, *being* Schedule B to the Canada Act, 1982, c. 11 (U.K.) [hereinafter Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms] (“Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice.”).

19 *Bedford* (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at paras. 212–77; *Bedford* (Can.), supra note 1, at paras. 65, 67.

20 *Bedford* (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at paras. 214–16. *Bedford* (Can.), supra note 1, at para. 164. The statutory definition of a “bawdy-house” for prostitution, Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 197(1) (Can.), was not invalidated as applied in more complex offences in the Code with higher penalties that were not under challenge. For instance, *procuring or concealing* persons for prostitution in bawdy-houses for the purpose of prostitution are still illegal under *Bedford*, see *Bedford* (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 214, though such charges require additional acts and mental intents apart from keeping, having charge or control of, or knowingly permitting a place or parts of it to be used for prostitution. See Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 212(1)(b), (c), (e), (f) (Can.) (maximum penalty of ten years imprisonment).

21 *Bedford* (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 327.
Supreme Court of Canada went further, however, invalidating the avails provision in its entirety. 22

This Article assesses the evidence and arguments relied on by the courts in Bedford. It finds that the evidence did not support their decisions. Moreover, the attempted rewrite of the avails provision by the Court of Appeal, subsequently rejected by the Supreme Court’s invalidation across the board, and the invalidation of the bawdy-house laws, which all courts agreed upon, make prostituted persons more vulnerable to exploitation. This outcome goes against principles expressed in previous case law and contravenes the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom’s equality guarantees. The Supreme Court of Canada could have decided to promote equality and facilitate the escape from prostitution for prostituted persons who choose to leave, which it did not, by keeping the criminalization of those who profit from their prostitution and those who buy them, while decriminalizing and supporting those who are prostituted.

Part I surveys the research and evidence on prostitution, showing that prostitution is typically an exploitation of inequality, where people with less power are sold for sexual use to people with more power under circumstances which are coercive. No substantial evidence suggests that third parties who are involved in prostitution would not generally be there but for financial gain; rather, the evidence suggests that they take advantage of the inequality and vulnerability of those who are prostituted to maximize their profits. Recent government reports and independent sources from Germany, the Netherlands, Nevada, Australia, and New Zealand are cited in this part, suggesting that legalization, contrary to their expectations, did not improve the situation of prostituted women, but rather made it worse.

Part II addresses how the court of first instance (the Ontario Superior Court) misrepresented several social science studies and/or failed to observe crucial flaws in them. Such studies were uncritically cited to support the argument that benign actors in the sex industry would facilitate the safety and well-being of prostituted persons if only the laws were rewritten or invalidated, or that indoor prostitution was the safest form of prostitution compared to the streets. All these studies cited lacked a reliable strategy to control for bias in interview responses from people that are currently exploited by third parties. For example, one study even admitted to having gained access to respondents through the Nevada Brothel Association, brothel attorneys, or directly through brothel management, but the court nonetheless refrained from questioning why all prostituted women claimed they felt protected in these brothels. 23 Another study on indoor prostitution reported severely exploitative conditions that seemed to create strong incentives for unsafe sex and reported a lack of strategies to prevent violence. This study’s findings were misrepresented by the court, which only quoted

22 Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at paras. 143–45, 164.
23 See infra Part II.B.
isolated and unrepresentative passages. The court also misinterpreted data from large survey studies with prostituted persons; the court failed to control for whether other factors—such as young age, inexperience, or use of drugs or alcohol that reduce the ability to prevent abuse—better predicted the variance in abuse than the current place of prostitution. The inference drawn by the court, that indoor prostitution reduces violence compared to street prostitution, could thus not be supported by the data. Hence, Part II and Part III conclude that the courts factually and legally erred in finding the avails and bawdy-house provisions constitutionally overbroad.

Part III analyzes in more detail how the bawdy-house provisions, together with the avails and trafficking provisions, constituted a comprehensive legislative scheme that was rationally related to and—but for the two courts’ failure to properly assess social science and other evidence—not overbroad in pursuing the compelling objective of combating trafficking of persons and sexual exploitation of minors. Accordingly, the improper invalidation of the bawdy-house laws makes prostituted persons more vulnerable to exploitation and trafficking, as their pimps and profiteers may now more easily avoid liability when the less severe, though in practice much more effective, criminal provisions under the bawdy-house laws are not available anymore. Similarly, this Article emphasizes how the empirical evidence suggests that even the Court of Appeal for Ontario’s attempted rewrite of the avails provision (subsequently rejected by the Supreme Court of Canada) to only cover “circumstances of exploitation” would only have benefited, if anyone, those few prostituted persons who are least exploited and least in need of protection against pimps and madams. By contrast, this Article shows how such a revision of the law also disempowers the majority of prostituted persons by making them more vulnerable to exploitation by pimps and madams, threatening their safety and well-being. It is found that the Supreme Court of Canada’s wholesale invalidation of the avails provision (as well as the Court of Appeal’s attempt to save it with a stronger requirement to prove exploitation) in effect provides more protections to pimps, who may now more easily intimidate witnesses (i.e., prostituted persons) and prevent them from revealing conditions that could prove trafficking or other criminal abuse—a consequence that goes against principles expressed in prior case law.

Part IV asserts that Canadian courts have now made the majority of prostituted persons, a population already demonstrated to be vulnerable, even more exposed to the risk of being exploited. Their decisions amplify

24 See infra Part II.A.
25 See infra Part II.D.
26 See, e.g., R. v. Downey, [1992] 2 S.C.R. 10, 35–39 (Can.) (holding, when considering the harms generally caused by pimps and their threats against those they victimize, that whenever someone received a share of the earnings from the prostitution of another a presumption of living on the avails of prostitution was raised without evidence to the contrary).
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the vulnerability of a group that already suffers multiple disadvantages in society. This move in Bedford is contrary to the goal of promoting substantive equality under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom, which has been recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada since 1989.27 A law with the objective of ameliorating the conditions of the disadvantaged, a category that typically includes prostituted persons,28 is constitutionally protected under Section 15 of the Charter.29 This protection permits Canadian courts to uphold laws, such as the avails and bawdy-house laws invalidated in Bedford, on the ground that doing so would promote equality, which these laws did by preventing exploitation in prostitution. This equality doctrine should prohibit courts from invalidating or reformulating such laws so they promote inequality, as the decisions in Bedford arguably did by enabling more exploitation. In light of this analysis, Parliament’s criminalization of pimps and other third-party profiteers should have been upheld unchanged. By contrast, striking down any criminalization of prostituted persons themselves would promote substantive equality, since that group is generally prostituted under unequal and exploitative conditions. The evidence analyzed in Part I suggests that the overwhelming majority of prostituted persons suffers from social forces such as prior childhood abuse and neglect; homelessness; extreme poverty; and racial, ethnic, or gender discrimination, which often push them to enter prostitution simply to survive. The severe physical and mental health problems typically caused by prostitution have been documented, as well as the increasing obstacles for most persons who are prostituted for a longer period of time to be reintegrated in society with equal opportunities and prospects as other people have. Thus, prostituted persons should not be punished as criminals, which according to Canadian laws as of 2013 and before Bedford they would have been in various instances,30 but should instead be understood as victimized by other persons and the social circumstances of inequality. Moreover, Canadian legislatures should be able to create any law, program, or activity that guarantees prostituted persons support for exiting prostitution if and when they want to exit prostitution. Such legislative ac-

28 See infra notes 32–46 and accompanying text (discussing the empirical evidence of disadvantage among prostituted persons); see also infra Part IV.B (discussing the Canadian legal conceptualization of “disadvantage” as it may be applied to persons in prostitution).
29 See Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, supra note 18, § 15(2) (protecting “any law, program or activity that has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability” from being challenged as a form of discrimination (e.g., as impermissible preferential treatment) under id. § 15(1)).
30 See Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 210(2)(a) (Can.) (criminalizing anyone who “is an inmate of a common bawdy-house”), invalidated by Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at para. 164; id. § 213(1) (criminalizing anyone who “stops or attempts to stop any person or in any manner communicates or attempts to communicate with any person for the purpose of engaging in prostitution”), invalidated by Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at para. 164.
tion is consistent with Section 15. A law that provided prostituted persons a claim for civil damages from tricks and pimps for violating their equality and dignity through exploiting their vulnerable situation to buy sex would also be constitutional.

I. RELEVANT REALITIES OF PROSTITUTION

A. Prostitution Globally

The evidence on prostitution shows that it is often characterized by extreme inequalities, which is one reason it may be said to be intrinsically exploitative. This inference is evident when looking at the typical reasons for entry into prostitution. Extreme poverty is the most frequently cited reason by prostituted persons for entering prostitution, in a variety of national economic contexts, from North American welfare states to Scandinavian welfare states to industrializing or rural developing nations.

31 “Trick” is a word frequently used by prostituted persons themselves for men who buy them. See Melissa Farley, “Renting an Organ for Ten Minutes;” What Tricks Tell Us About Prostitution, Pornography, and Trafficking, in Pornography: Driving the Demand in International Sex Trafficking 144, 147 (David E. Guinn & Julie DiCaro eds., 2007) [hereinafter Farley, Renting an Organ]. Other such commonly used words are “johns,” “customers,” “buyers,” “clients,” and “dates.” Melissa Farley, “Bad for the Body, Bad for the Heart”: Prostitution Harms Women Even if Legalized or Decriminalized, 10 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 1087, 1118 n.3 (2004) [hereinafter Farley, “Bad for the Body”]. The term trick also refers to the many ways the buyers “trick” persons into performing more acts than paid for, or cheating them by, e.g., refusing to pay after having sexually exploited them. Farley, Renting an Organ, supra, at 147.

32 See, e.g., CHANDRE GOULD & NICOLE FICK, SELLING SEX IN CAPE TOWN: SEX WORK AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING IN A SOUTH AFRICAN CITY 115 (2008), archived at http://perma.cc/0ZBn6FYWT93 (finding “that the majority of sex workers . . . enter the industry as a result of ‘financial need,’” and defining those in financial need as “those who said they entered the industry to meet pressing financial obligations or to meet basic needs—they went into sex work for survival”); Cecilie Kjellgren, Gisela Priebe & Carl Goran Svedin, Utvärdering av samtalsbehandling med försäljare av sexuella tjänster [Evaluation of Counseling Sessions with Sellers of Sexual Services] 21 (2012), archived at http://liu.diva-portal.org/smash/get/diva2:506278/FULLTEXT01.pdf (Swed.) (reporting findings from a study of thirty-four persons starting counseling treatment that needing money to support survival was the most common reason stated for entering prostitution); Special Comm. on Pornography and Prostitution in Canada, Report of the Special Committee on Pornography and Prostitution, Vol. 2, at 376–78 (1985) (finding that “[o]verwhelmingly, prostitutes cite economic causes as the reason they are on the streets”); Mimi H. Silbert & Ayala M. Pines, Entrance into Prostitution, 13 Youth & Soc’y 471, 486 (1982) [hereinafter Silbert & Pines, Entrance into Prostitution] (finding that, among 200 adult and juvenile prostituted women in San Francisco, the “predominant reason given for initial involvement” was money: “[b]asic financial survival was mentioned by three-quarters of all subjects, by over 80% of the current prostitutes, and by close to 90% of the juveniles,” and “over three-quarters of all subjects reported having no other options” when entering prostitution); see also Alice Cepeda, Prevalence and Levels of Severity of Childhood Trauma among Mexican Female Sex Workers, 20 J. AGGRESSION, MALTREATMENT & TRAUMA 669, 671–72 (2011) (citing research from both industrialized and developing regions highlighting poverty-related socioeconomic predictors to prostitution); cf. Me-
discrimination in the form of sexism and racism, which precludes equal employment opportunities, is also linked to prostitution; e.g., First Nations (Aboriginal) women, whose ancestors came before early European immigrants, are highly overrepresented in prostitution in Vancouver and in some other parts of Canada, as are Black women in the U.S. and foreign nationalities in Sweden. Compelling evidence from North America and a broad range of

lissa Farley et al., Prostitution and Trafficking in Nine Countries: An Update on Violence and Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, in PROSTITUTION, TRAFFICKING, AND TRAUMATIC STRESS 33, 65 (Melissa Farley ed., 2003) [hereinafter Farley et al., Nine Countries], archived at http://perma.cc/QN55-L5LD (suggesting that the “incidence of homelessness (75%)” and the wish to “get out of prostitution (89%)” among their sample of 854 prostituted persons in nine countries reflect a lack of options for escape). Such conditions, and the high numbers stating a need for “job training” (76%), id. at 51 tbl.8, imply that poverty and lack of survival alternatives are critical obstacles. Poverty has also been cited as a reason for entering the pornography industry. See, e.g., U.S. ATT’Y GEN.’S COMM’N ON PORNOGRAPHY, FINAL REPORT 859 (1986), archived at http://perma.cc/lV8SbrogSxk8 (finding that what “chiefly” motivated entry among performers into the pornography industry was “financial need”); id. at 888 (finding that commercial pornography uses performers who are “normally young, previously abused, and financially strapped” (emphasis added)); id. at 859 n.983 (noting that evidence of the personal backgrounds among pornography performers in their investigation were similar with those in other forms of prostitution who had been studied by researchers Mimi Silbert and Ayala Pines, whom the Commission cited); Laura Lederer, Then and Now: An Interview with a Former Pornography Model, in TAKE BACK THE NIGHT: WOMEN ON PORNOGRAPHY 58–59 (Laura Lederer ed., 1st ed., 1980) (former performer mentioning reasons for which persons enter pornography, e.g., having their kid visiting a hospital, being an illegal alien lacking green cards, or not earning enough at regular low-status jobs).

See, e.g., JULIE COOL, PROSTITUTION IN CANADA: AN OVERVIEW 3 & n.5 (2004), archived at http://perma.cc/AH29-G7FF (citing study that noted an overrepresentation of Aboriginal and minority women in Montréal prostitution); JENNIFER JAMES, ENTRANCE INTO JUVENILE PROSTITUTION: FINAL REPORT 17, 19 (1980) (finding that African American girls comprised 25% of a sample of prostituted girls interviewed in Seattle area, even though the population of African Americans in the geographic area of the study was only 4.2% (n = 136)); CHERRY KINGSLEY & MELANIE MARK, SACRED LIVES: NATIONAL ABORIGINAL CONSULTATION PROJECT 4, 8 (2010), archived at http://perma.cc/597R-4PA2 (noting that Aboriginal children and youth comprise over 90% of “visible sex trade” in some Canadian areas where Aboriginal population is less than 10%); SPECIAL COMM. ON PORNOGRAPHY AND PROSTITUTION IN CANADA, supra note 32, at 347 (“On the prairies . . . most of the prostitutes are young native women . . . .”); Cecilia Benoita et al., In search of a Healing Place: Aboriginal women in Vancouver’s Downtown Eastside, 56 SOC. SCI. & Med. 821, 824 (2003) (citing studies estimating that 70% of prostituted persons in Vancouver Downtown Eastside are Aboriginal women); Leonard Cler-Cunningham & Christine Christenson, Studying violence to stop it: Canadian research on violence against women in Vancouver’s street level sex trade, 4 RES. FOR SEX WORK 25, 26 (June, 2001) (finding 31% of a sample of 184 prostituted women on the “street-level” to be Aboriginal Women); Melissa Farley et al., Prostitution in Vancouver: Violence and the Colonization of First Nations Women, 42 TRANSCULTURAL PSYCHIATRY 242, 242 (2005) (finding 52 of 100 prostituted women to be of First Nations descent, despite First Nations people comprising only 1.7–7.0% of Vancouver’s population); Andrea Krüsi et al., Negotiating Safety and Sexual Risk Reduction with Clients in Unsanctioned Safer Indoor Sex Work Environments: A Qualitative Study, 102 AM. J. PUB. HEALTH 1154, 1155 (2012) (finding 30 of 39 in a sample living in a Vancouver public housing project for prostituted persons that sanctioned indoor prostitution “were of Aboriginal ancestry”); Barbara Goldsmith, Women on the Edge, NEW YORKER, Apr. 26, 1993, at 64, 65 (finding that among 3000 “streetwalking prostitutes” interviewed in New York City, half were African American and a quarter were Hispanic); see also BROTTSFÖREBYGGANDE
other countries also documents that the majority of prostituted women (roughly 60–90%, depending on the study) were sexually abused as children and that a majority were subjected to physical abuse. As a general popula-

See, e.g., Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 42–44 (finding that 59% of 854 prostituted persons affirmed that she or he “[a]s a child, was hit or beaten by caregiver to the point of injury,” and 63% affirmed they were “sexually abused as a child.”); Chris Bagley & Loretta Young, Juvenile Prostitution and Child Sexual Abuse: A Controlled Study, 6 CAN. J. COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH 5, 12–14 tbl.2 (1987) (finding that 73% of forty-five female prostitution survivors were subjected to child sexual abuse, compared to 29% of thirty-six women among a community control group of similar age, and that 100% of those prostitution survivors had been subjected to two or more types of abuse (sexual, physical, or emotional), compared to only 36% of the controls); Jennifer James & Jane Meyerding, Early Sexual Experience as a Factor in Prostitution, 7 ARCHIVES SEXUAL BEHAV. 31, 33, 35 (1977) (asking a sample of 136 prostituted women in a “large Western city” in the U.S. whether “prior to your first intercourse, did any older person (more than ten years older) attempt sexual play or intercourse with you?”), and finding that 52% responded affirmatively) (emphasis omitted); Silbert & Pines, Entrance into Prostitution, supra note 32, at 479 (finding that 60% of 200 current and formerly prostituted juvenile or adult women reported childhood sexual abuse from ages three to sixteen, of which 70% involved repeated abuse by the same persons, and 62% of the 200 persons reported childhood physical abuse). In-depth studies of survivors show higher frequencies of abuse. See, e.g., Evelina Giobbe, Confronting the Liberal Lies About Prostitution, in LIVING WITH CONTRADICTIONS 120, 123 (Alison M. Jaggar ed., 1994) (referring to organization WHISPER’s survivor interviews in Minneapolis, where 90% reported battery during childhood and 74% reported sexual abuse between three to fourteen years of age); Susan Kay Hunter, Prostitution Is Cruelty and Abuse to Women and Children, 1 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 91, 92 n.2, 98–99 (1993) (finding that 85% of 123 prostitution survivors reported child incest, 90% reported physical abuse, and 98% reported emotional abuse). Likewise, the Mary Magdalene Project in Reseda, California, reported in 1985 that 80% of the prostituted women it worked with were “sexually abused” during childhood, and Genesis House in Chicago reported abuse for 94%.


R ˚ADET [BRÅ] [SWEDISH NAT’L COUNCIL FOR CRIME PREVENTION], THE ORGANISATION OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING: A STUDY OF CRIMINAL INVOLVEMENT IN SEXUAL EXPLOITATION IN SWEDEN, FINLAND AND ESTONIA 8, 36–43 (2008), archived at http://perma.cc/6TPL-RCFS (finding that poverty and discrimination are key structural factors for recruitment into trafficking to Sweden, Finland, and Estonia, and that many trafficked women and girls belong to minority groups, such as the Baltic Russian-speaking minority and the Roma people in Eastern Europe); Ungdomsstyrelsen (Swedish Nat’l Bd. for Youth Affairs), Erfarenheter av sexuell exponering och sex mot ersättning, in SE MIG: UNGA OM SEX OCH INTERNET 148, 158 (Ungdomsstyrelsen ed., 2009), archived at http://perma.cc/SLKX-YFBL (noting in a nationally representative youth-survey that one of several predictors of prostitution was foreign nationality); cf. Vednita Nelson, Prostitution: Where Racism and Sexism Intersect, 1 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 81, 83 (1993) (“Racism makes Black women and girls especially vulnerable to sexual exploitation and keeps them trapped in the sex industry.”).
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tion comparison, the prevalence of child sexual abuse among females in the United States is reportedly three times lower than among prostituted populations (roughly 20–30%, depending on the study). As a further comparison, a Canadian study surveying thirty-three female prostitution survivors and thirty-six women in a community control group of similar age found that the childhood sexual abuse experienced by the prostitution survivors began at a significantly earlier age, occurred much more frequently, occurred over much longer periods, involved many more abusers, and included a “dramatic” difference that entailed a greater range of and more serious assaults for the prostituted persons than the abuse experienced by the community control group.

Several researchers have found that those women in prostitution who were abused as children often report that sexual abuse affected their entry into prostitution. Many have been runaways, or homeless, and many questions about violence put to women by the researcher must penetrate behind any possible reinterpretations or minimising of the violence if we are to attain knowledge of women’s experiences”). Note also that more recent studies recognize that a majority of prostituted persons shift between venues during their lives. See infra note 55. Hence, attempts to make distinctions in some earlier studies between preconditions to prostitution in indoor and outdoor samples have less relevance.

See, e.g., John Briere and Diana M. Elliott, Prevalence and Psychological Sequelae of Self-Reported Childhood Physical and Sexual Abuse in a General Population Sample of Men and Women, 27 CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT 1205, 1209–10 (2003) (finding that 32.3% of 471 women in a geographically stratified, random U.S. sample of 935 men and women reported childhood sexual abuse); Nancy D. Vogeltanz et al., Prevalence and Risk Factors for Childhood Sexual Abuse in Women: National Survey Findings, 23 CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT 579, 583 (1999) (finding that child sexual abuse prevalence among 1,099 women (weighted n = 733) ranged from 15.4% to 32.1%, depending on measurement criteria and interpretation of incomplete data).

See, e.g., Statens Offentliga Utredningar [SOU] 1995:15 Könshandel: Betänkande av 1993 års Prostitutionsutredning [government report series] 104 (Swed.) [hereinafter SOU 1995:15 Könshandel [gov’t report series]] (noting that the Silbert & Pines San Francisco study’s findings, infra, on child sexual abuse and entry into prostitution were similar to findings from interviews made by clinical and outreach workers in Gothenburg, Sweden); Bagley & Young, supra note 34, at 17 tbl.4 (reporting that among forty-five female prostitution survivors, 40% reported that child sexual abuse “definitely” influenced their entry into prostitution, 6.7% reported it “probably” did, and 15.5% reported it “perhaps” did, or “not sure”); Ronald L. Simons & Les B. Whitbeck, Sexual Abuse as a Precursor to Prostitution and Victimization Among Adolescent and Adult Homeless Women, 12 J. FAM. ISSUES 361, 375–76 (1991) (finding, in a sample of forty adolescent runaways and ninety-five adult homeless women in Des Moines, Iowa, that “child sexual abuse increases the probability of involvement in prostitution irrespective of any influence exerted through other variables,” and that “[e]arly sexual abuse continued to be associated with prostitution . . . even after controlling for these factors” (e.g., running away, substance abuse, and delinquent/criminal behavior)); Mimi H. Silbert & Ayala M. Pines, Sexual Child Abuse as an Antecedent to Prostitution, 5 CHILD ABUSE & NEGLECT 407, 410 (1981) [hereinafter Silbert & Pines, Child Abuse as Antecedent] (finding among 200 San Francisco prostituted juvenile and adult women that 70% of those sexually abused as children explicitly reported that sexual abuse affected their entry into prostitution, while a greater number strongly indicated so in open-ended responses).
enter prostitution during their adolescence. Researchers Mimi Silbert and Ayala Pines found that among 200 juvenile and adult prostituted women in San Francisco, sampled through informal recruitment and advertising in order to avoid “arrestable” or “service-oriented” respondents, most described an “almost total lack of positive social supports, and... an extremely negative self-concept and a depressed emotional state” at the time of entering prostitution. The “primary picture” among them was one of vulnerable runaway juveniles being solicited for prostitution and exploited by pimps “because they have no other means of support due to their young age, lack of education, and lack of the necessary street sense to survive alone.”

When young persons in prostitution get older their problems become exacerbated, as without education, job training, and resources to survive, many lack other alternative means for income than prostitution. Hence, they are likely to become further exploited by pimps and tricks. These coercive circumstances are harmful and dangerous, beyond the well-documented physical harms inflicted on prostituted persons. Accordingly, a study of 854 persons prostituted in nine countries, Canada included, found very high levels of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) among the persons. Two-thirds met clinical criteria for PTSD in the same range as the levels of symptoms found in treatment-seeking Vietnam veterans, battered women seeking shelter, or refugees fleeing from state-organized torture.
In Mexico, the nine-country study controlled specifically for venue and obtained sufficiently large groups for intra-national comparison among 123 prostituted women; no statistically significant differences were found among prostitution in brothel/massage parlors, strip clubs, or on the street with respect to PTSD severity, or with respect to length of time in prostitution, childhood abuse, rape in prostitution, number of types of lifetime violence experienced, or percentages who wanted to escape prostitution. In Zurich, Switzerland, where adult prostitution is legal if prostituted persons are registered and no illegal conditions exist (e.g., underage prostitution or coercion), researchers who studied violence and mental disorders among 193 prostituted persons concluded that, compared to street prostitution, indoor prostitution was “not generally associated with more safety.” Moreover, the Swiss study measured the “burden of sex work” in terms of such conditions as “income, expenditures, number of working days and of customers per week,” and “motivation for sex work,” among others. Their data suggested that “the burden of sex work” over the course of one year had negative “impacts on the women’s mental health to an extent comparable to the rates developed during their whole previous lives.” In South Korea, another recent study of forty-six formerly indoor prostituted women revealed significantly stronger symptoms of PTSD and stronger symptoms of other mental disorders compared to a control group, even when controlling for prior childhood sexual abuse. In Alberta, Canada, the number of months in prostitution predicted positively, and with statistical significance, poorer mental health among forty-five prostitution survivors even after controlling for, inter alia, the severity of child sexual abuse before age sixteen and separation from a biological parent for five or more years before age twelve; unsurprisingly, these associations persisted with statistical significance when forty-five community controls were added to the analysis.

The above studies from Mexico, Switzerland, South Korea, and Canada measured and controlled for abuse prior to entering prostitution, as well as numerous other relevant factors, but still found widespread PTSD and other Capetown, South Africa; (8) at a nongovernmental organization supporting approximately 600 women a week in Lusaka, Zambia; and (9) at support agencies in Bogota, Colombia. Male and transgendered persons were included among the Thai, South African, and U.S. samples.

47 Id. at 49.
48 Wulf Rössler et al., The Mental Health of Female Sex Workers, 122 ACTA PSYCHIATRICA SCANDINAVICA 143, 144 (2010).
49 Id. at 150.
50 Id. at 145.
51 Id. at 150.
52 Hyunjung Choi et al., Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) and Disorders of Extreme Stress (DESNOS) Symptoms Following Prostitution and Childhood Abuse, 15 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 933, 942, 945–46 (2009).
53 See Bagley & Young, supra note 34, at 20–23, 21 tbl.6, 23 tbl.7. In the comparison with the control group, as distinguished from the analysis of exclusively prostitution survivors, the variable “practiced prostitution” was used instead of “months in prostitution.” See id.
mental disorders strongly being predicted by prostitution with statistical significance. These results suggest that the position implied in Bedford that PTSD among prostituted persons “could be caused by events unrelated to prostitution,”54 as opposed to being caused by prostitution, is not very plausible. Simply put, prostitution in itself can usually be intrinsically harmful by producing the serious mental consequences of PTSD. Moreover, the similar levels of PTSD across venues within those studies where it was controlled for, together with the Swiss finding that the “burden of sex work” and mental disorders does not generally differ across different venues (see above), corroborate the conclusion that it is unlikely that a population primarily prostituted indoors would typically come from less desperate or more equal preconditions. If less desperate, presumably they would have more alternatives to prostitution and thus be in a better position to ascertain their interests and avoid harmful situations, such as prostitution, that cause psychological damage and mental disorders.55

The consequences of prostitution, revealed in part by high levels of PTSD, are mirrored in a number of physical symptoms. For instance, in a sample of 700 prostituted persons from seven countries and a range of outdoor as well as indoor venues, 24% reported symptoms such as sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) including, inter alia, syphilis and HIV, as well as uterine infections, ovarian pain, menstrual problems, and abortion complications.56 In a sample of 100 Canadian prostituted women from Downtown Eastside Vancouver, many chronic health problems were reported, including muscle aches and pains, joint pain, stomach problems, and headaches/migraines, which were experienced by over half of the sample.57 Among other

55 Moreover, many prostituted persons are prostituted both indoors and outdoors during their lives. For instance, a team of researchers studying 1022 prostituted women in Colorado Springs observed that “the same woman may work in different settings, simultaneously or sequentially. Rigid stratification of prostitutes into ‘high-class’ or lower categories is not meaningful, either socially or ecologically, for Colorado Springs prostitutes.” John J. Potterat et al., Estimating the Prevalence and Career Longevity of Prostitute Women, 27 J. Sex Res. 233, 234 (1990). Several more recent studies, with sample sizes ranging from 23 to 222, also suggest that many prostituted persons drift between indoor and outdoor venues. See Lois A. Jackson et al., Female Sex Trade Workers, Condoms, and the Public-Private Divide, 17 J. Psychol. & Hum. Sexuality 83, 87 (2005); Raphael & Shapiro, Violence in Indoor and Outdoor Prostitution Venues, infra note 200, at 131; see also Ulla-Carin Hedin & Svén-Axel Mansson, Vägen Ut! Om Kvinnors Uppbrott Ur Prostitutionen [The Way Out! On Women’s Break-Up from Prostitution] 28 (1998); Melissa Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, in Prostitution and Trafficking in Nevada: Making the Connections, supra note 4, at 29; Lisa A. Kramer, Emotional Experiences of Performing Prostitution, in Prostitution, Trafficking, and Traumatic Stress, supra note 32, at 191; Farley, “Bad for the Body,” supra note 31, at 1099 (citing data from New Zealand). Based on these studies, it is plausible that when women have been in prostitution for many years, a majority may have experienced both indoor and outdoor venues. Such conditions would make it even more unlikely that preconditions would change across venue, because the women being prostituted in different venues are the same women.
56 Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 49, 53.
57 See id. at 37, 54 tbl.10.
problems were jaw/throat pains and vomiting, each being reported by over a third.58 In light of such severe symptoms it is not surprising that a Canadian federal public inquiry’s final report into prostitution in 1985 quoted estimates, submitted by the City of Regina, suggesting that between violent death and drug overdose, mortality for prostituted persons may be forty times higher than the national average.59

Without other available means for income, severe economic hardships force persons to enter and stay in prostitution. This fact is common across such socioeconomically diverse nations as Canada, South Africa, Sweden, and the United States.60 Prostituted persons then frequently get stuck in inescapable coercive and harmful circumstances of prostitution—this situation is evident when considering that 89% of 854 prostituted persons wanted to escape prostitution.61 Such statistics may also explain why, regardless of reported physical violence rates in different South Africa prostitution venues, or number of types of lifetime violence experienced in different Mexican prostitution venues, the PTSD symptoms of prostituted persons were nonetheless in the same range, documenting the damage of prostitution in itself.62 Apart from the fact that many prostituted persons have serious mental disorders, most persons who try to leave prostitution are poor and lack “rudimentary job skills” that could help them support themselves, as well as frequently lack social skills required outside the world of prostitution.63 Such a situation makes it even more difficult for prostituted persons to escape prostitution and be reintegrated into society. Additionally, numerous bureaucratic or other barriers contribute to keeping persons in prostitution.64

58 Id.
59 See Special Comm. on Pornography and Prostitution in Canada, supra note 32, at 350.
60 See supra note 32.
61 Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 48, 51 tbl.8, 56.
62 See Farley, “Bad for the Body,” supra note 31, at 1100 (describing South African and Mexican findings where violence differed, but not PTSD symptoms); see also Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 49 (describing Mexican findings).
63 See, e.g., Judith Lewis Herman, Introduction: Hidden in Plain Sight; Clinical Observations on Prostitution, in Prostitution, Trafficking, and Traumatic Stress, supra note 32, at 1, 11. For the associations between poverty and prostitution, see supra note 32.
64 For instance, in Nevada where prostitution is legal in some counties, women’s shelters do not admit women with children, pets, HIV, communicable diseases, or criminal records; women who have not been drug-free for a specified time; or women recently released from prison. See Jody Williams, Barriers to Services for Women Escaping Nevada Prostitution and Trafficking, in Prostitution and Trafficking in Nevada: Making the Connections, supra note 4, at 159–72. These are precisely the kinds of situations that affect many women in prostitution. Various policies and situations create other insurmountable barriers. Just to get a job as a housekeeper in Las Vegas at a large hotel and casino, starting at $9 per hour, can require an immense amount of documentation, payment for required personal expenses, and other things difficult for people who just escaped, or are escaping, prostitution to provide in advance. See id. at 163–66. In Sweden in the early 1990s, a government inquiry reported other obstacles to escaping prostitution, noting for instance that although prostituted women with mental disorders were frequently encountered by outreach workers, it was “very difficult to get these wo-
B. Impact of Legalizing Third Parties

In contrast to the Canadian courts’ conclusion that decriminalizing managers, bodyguards, drivers, or other third parties in prostitution would improve the safety and well-being of persons in prostitution, numerous studies find that decriminalizing such third parties does not improve prostituted persons’ safety or support, or reduce the harm in prostitution. Prostituted persons in Victoria, Australia reported that legalization led to increasing competition to secure tricks, more demands for unsafe sex or other previously uncommon practices (e.g., a shift in demand for oral sex to anal sex), and that brothels mete out penalties for refusing abusive tricks.65 A government study reportedly also found that some tricks regard condoms “unacceptable” and, if refused unsafe sex, they simply seek out another brothel that provides it.66 Unsurprisingly, not all brothels in Victoria, Australia insist on safe sex.67 Women reported that if they wanted “to get booked,” they “have to do these things,”68 one explicitly admitting (despite incriminating her brothel) that there was “no option” not to engage in unsafe sex.69 In New Zealand, a government committee in 2008 reported that the “majority” of prostituted persons as well as brothel operators felt that the Prostitution Reform Act of 2003, which legalized some forms of prostitution, could do little about violence against women in prostitution.70

In Europe in 2008, Amsterdam’s Mayor told the New York Times that legalization did not result in more transparency or protection to women but rather the opposite: “‘We realize that this hasn’t worked, that trafficking in women continues,’ he said. ‘Women are now moved around more, making police work more difficult.’”71 Similarly, a German federal government report in 2007 found that reforms legalizing certain forms of indoor prostitution generally have “not been able to make actual, measurable improvements to prostitutes’ social protection,” and that “hardly any measurable, positive impact has been observed in practice” regarding “working conditions” for prostituted persons.72 Further, the government notes that the


66 Id. at 20.

67 Id. at 20; cf. Pyett & Warr, infra note 171, at 186, 190.

68 Sullivan, supra note 65, at 21.

69 Pyett & Warr, infra note 171, at 190.


reforms did “not recognisably” improve prostituted persons “means for leaving prostitution,” nor were there “viable indications” that it “has reduced crime,” the government lamenting that the legalization “has as yet contributed only very little in terms of improving transparency in the world of prostitution.”

A recent feature article in Der Spiegel (Germany’s weekly equivalent to Time magazine) was more critical in its reporting than the government, highlighting how Germany’s last decade of legalization policies had led to conditions becoming “worsened in recent years,” as a social worker who had worked over twenty years with prostituted women expressed the current situation, making it more difficult for law enforcement to reveal abuses in the sex industry (e.g., not being able to access brothels) while simultaneously promoting an influx of poor foreign women.

The increased supply of prostituted persons, Der Spiegel suggests, increases competition and exploitative operations (e.g., dropping prices) as well as pushes the demands for more harmful sex (e.g., unlimited time, sex without condoms, or so-called “gang-bangs”). These trends of an increase in demand for harmful and unsafe sex practices following upon legalization are similar (if not worse) to those reported from Victoria, Australia above.

Mirroring the reports from abroad, numerous testimonies from Nevada, where there are legal brothels, tell of unsafe sex demanded by tricks as well as pimps. During three years of research interviews there, psychologist and prostitution researcher Melissa Farley, a long-time expert on prostitution and principal author of the nine-country study referred to above, was told of women fired from legal brothels upon receiving a positive HIV test while the management who ran the brothels, their assistants, and their health policies consistently seemed to favor the tricks, to the detriment of the prostituted women. Farley’s accounts are corroborated by other women with experience from prostitution in legal brothels in Nevada, one attesting that “[w]e were strictly forbidden to use condoms unless the customers asked for one, as it took maximum pleasure away from the paying customer.”
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78 Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 39–45; cf. LENORE KUO, PROSTITUTION POLICY: REVOLUTIONIZING PRACTICE THROUGH A GENDERED PERSPECTIVE 84 (2002) (noting that the “impression” of her visits and research interviews in legal Nevada brothels “was that the overarching focus of brothel management was the satisfaction of its customers. Little interest was shown in the well-being of the workers.”).

79 Jayme Ryan, Legalized Prostitution: For Whose Benefit?, in SOJOURNER: THE WOMEN’S FORUM 22, 23 (1989). In 2002, Lenore Kuo, professor of Women’s Studies and Philosophy at California State University at Fresno, found similar accounts by “at least
Several others have testified that brutal beatings and rape occurred regularly in Nevada and were covered up by management as long as the perpetrating trick paid the “house.” Of Farley’s sample of forty-five women in legal brothels in Nevada, 57% out of forty-four who specifically responded told interviewers, while many spoke in whispers out of fear of being secretly recorded and making pimps unhappy, that they gave part or all of their earnings to someone other than those controlling the legal brothel; moreover, half of all women in the sample believed that at least half of the women in those brothels were controlled by external pimps. Thus, several levels of seemingly exploitative third parties appear to participate in controlling and influencing Nevada brothel prostitution. A coercive structure like this may be necessary for business to run smoothly, as many tricks around the world, corroborated by testimonies from prostituted women, acknowledge they solicit these women in order to have the kind of sex that others would refuse them, including among other things, sadomasochism and pissing on someone. If unsafe, degrading, and abusive sex were truly prevented in prostitutes’
tion, as opposed to being controlled by pimps, business might decrease significantly. The substantive demand for abusive sex is likely an important reason why other sources report that brothel management, bodyguards, or other third parties often encourage unsafe sex, are uninterested in intervening with violent tricks, cover up violence after it happens, and may not be able to stop it even if they wanted to.83

In sum, public inquiries and research from Nevada, Germany, New Zealand, the Netherlands, and Australia, where third-party profiteers in prostitution are legal at certain places, although trafficking is not, are corroborated in their suggestions that decriminalization typically does not improve or control health, safety, or the tricks and pimps’ demand for unsafe and dangerous sex. It is to be expected that decriminalization does not improve this situation since the tricks’ money drives the business, not the needs of prostituted persons. Third parties are driven by profits; tricks are concerned with their perceived right to buy sex in whatever form they wish;84 prostitu-

83 See, e.g., Dawn Whittaker & Graham Hart, Research Note: Managing Risks; the Social Organisation of Indoor Sex Work, 18 SOC. HEALTH & I LLNESS 399, 409 (1996) (reporting about defacto brothels in London, U.K., where prostituted “women are subject to violence and . . . the presence of the maid has only a limited protective value”); Suzanne Daley, New Rights for Dutch Prostitutes, But No Gain, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 12, 2001, § 1, at I (legal brothel owner in the Netherlands complaining about a government regulation requiring a pillow in the room: “You don’t want a pillow in your room. It’s a murder weapon.”); supra notes 65–82 and accompanying text; cf. Farley, “Bad for the Body,” supra note 31, at 1103 (noting that “[p]anic buttons in brothels make as little sense as panic buttons in the homes of battered women,” as such alarms will not “be answered quickly enough to prevent violence”); infra notes 108–15 and accompanying text (Whittaker and Hart on London brothels).

84 Several international studies show that most tricks understand that prostituted persons do not enjoy the sex, are economically vulnerable, and are subjected to violence as well as grave hardships, including being pimped/trafficked. See, e.g., DURCHSLAG & GOSWAMI, supra note 82, at 20, 22; MELISSA FARLEY, JULIE BINDEL & JACQUELINE M. GOLDBING, MEN WHO BUY SEX 4, 13 (2009); Andrea Di Nicola & Paolo Ruspini, Learning from Clients, in PROSTITUTION AND HUMAN TRAFFICKING: FOCUS ON CLIENTS 227, 231–32 (Andrea Di Nicola et al. eds., 2009); Farley et al., Men in Scotland, supra note
tuted persons’ vulnerable situations provide them little leverage against either of them. Granting legality to third parties and tricks in prostitution does not strengthen the hand of prostituted persons; it provides greater legitimacy to their exploiters and those exploiters’ interests.

A social theory debate about whether prostitution should be regarded as inherently oppressive or not is still fought in some quarters. Accordingly, some argue that “[w]hile exploitation and violence are certainly present in prostitution, there is sufficient variation across time, place, and sector to demonstrate that prostitution cannot be reduced to gender oppression and is much more complex in terms of workers’ experiences as well as power relations between workers, customers, and managers.” In response to such accounts, it should be noted that neither has this Article nor its empirical or scholarly sources suggested that prostitution is an expression of a simple and linear “gender oppression.” The evidence of various preconditions presented above, such as poverty, racial discrimination, childhood abuse and neglect, homelessness, and sexism, suggests that prostitution is an intersectional form of oppression where multiple disadvantages converge. This understanding, gender is still an important factor in the equation. The underlying assumption behind claims of a complex “variation across time, place, and sector,” by contrast, seems to be that variation by itself qualifies the conclusion that prostitution is not typically an intersectional expression of gender inequality and male dominance. However, unless the gendered “power relationships” in prostitution were substantively and commonly reversed (e.g., with male tricks and pimps being frequently abused and oppressed by prostituted women, and tricks being coerced to pay for sex), the “gender oppression” in prostitution does not appear particularly complex. Even though these theoretical debates may be important, the empirical

82, at 372–73, 376 (2011); Martin A. Monto, Female Prostitution, Customers, and Violence, 10 Violence Against Women 160, 177 (2004). Moreover, tricks often think they are entitled to any kind of sex just because they are paying for it. See, e.g., Durchslag & Goswami, supra note 82, at 2, 18 (finding that 43% of 113 tricks that were interviewed in Chicago stated the woman “should do anything he asks” when paid); Farley, Bindel & Golding, supra, at 4, 13 (reporting that among 103 tricks in London, 27% openly explained that “once he pays, the customer is entitled to engage in any act he chooses,” and 47% openly expressed that “women did not always have certain rights during prostitution,” (emphasis added)); Farley et al., Men in Scotland, supra note 82, at 375 (reporting that 22% of 110 tricks in Scotland endorsed the belief that after paying, a trick is entitled to “do whatever he wants to the woman he buys”); cf. SOU 1995:15 Kônshandeln [gov’t report series], supra note 37, at 142 (“Some tricks conceive . . . they’re paying . . . to treat the woman as they wish. The trick thinks that he . . . paid for the woman’s right to a human and dignified treatment.”).
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87 See infra notes 445–56 and accompanying text (discussing Kimberle Crenshaw’s concept of intersectionality applied to prostitution).
problems for prostituted persons described above are vast, and make it imperative to move the attention to the policy-oriented arena. The Bedford court of first instance similarly implied that despite theoretical disagreements about the “intrinsic” quality of violence in prostitution, most persons recognize that the risk of violence is highly prevalent and that something must be done about it. One of the questions asked in this Article is thus whether the Bedford decisions have reduced the risk of such violence or not.

II. COURTS MISEVALUATED AND MISREPRESENTED EVIDENCE OF RECORD

In order to further assess the decisions to strike down the bawdy-house and avails provisions—decisions making previously prohibited third-party activities in prostitution legal—the evidence invoked in their defense will be analyzed. In the Ontario Superior Court of Justice’s opinion (first judicial instance), only five submitted social science studies were cited and discussed in full. These were said to be “some of the most relevant” in shedding light on whether violence toward prostituted persons could be reduced. This choice indicates the strong evidentiary validity of these five studies in the eyes of the court, particularly when considering that the evidence otherwise was said to consist of “[o]ver 25,000 pages of evidence in 88 volumes, amassed over two and a half years,” including oral testimonies, studies, and affidavits. In addition to these five studies, the court refers to the opinions of experts from testimony without specific citation, other than to the number of, or types of publications and research projects, that the experts are said to have been involved in. Similarly, the court refers to a few government re-
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88 Bedford (Ont. Super. Ct. J.), supra note 13, at para. 299 (stating that while “both parties agree that prostitutes in Canada face a high risk of violence, they disagree as to whether violence is intrinsic to prostitution, or whether there are ways that prostitution can be practised that may reduce the risk of violence to prostitutes”).
89 Id. at para. 325.
90 Id. at para. 84.
91 See id. at paras. 307–18. One exception is an unpublished M.A. thesis reportedly referred to by an expert witness. However, because the evidence summarized from it does not purport to support the court’s conclusion that indoor venues with third parties can improve safety and well-being, only the proposition that “prostitution is not inherently dangerous,” that study is excluded from the analysis. Id. at para. 318. Similarly, another paragraph refers to the expert Gayle MacDonald without citation as saying that “indoor prostitution was generally viewed as safer” by her interviewees in a study from 2006. Id. at para. 308 (emphasis added). A previous paragraph notes that her study from 2006 interviewed sixty-six prostituted persons of which as many as 90% “were engaged in street work.” Id. at para. 298(e) (citing Leslie Ann Jeffrey & Gayle MacDonald, “It’s the Money, Honey”: The Economy of Sex Work in the Maritimes, 43 CAN. REV. SOC. 313 (2006)). But the study did not investigate safety in indoor locations, as did the other five studies. Consequently, it only concludes that indoor prostitution “can mean higher incomes and greater safety, but it also means entering into an employee/employer relationship that some find unduly constraining and that can actually limit or ‘fix’ potential incomes.” Jeffrey & MacDonald, supra, at 323–24 (emphasis added). Reporting from the same study, many people supposedly “felt that escort work was ‘much safer,’” but the authors expressed doubts by enumerating a number of violent instances in escort and
ports, but without precise citation to the empirical evidence contained in them that supported the court’s decisions. 92 Therefore, the analysis in this Part is confined to the studies that are cited and purported by the court to support its conclusion. The five studies will thus be investigated in detail below, together with some of the key expert opinions cited by the two Bedford courts to support their decisions to strike down or modify the avails and bawdy-house provisions. The facta (briefs) in the Supreme Court of Canada, by distinction, rely heavily on isolated and anecdotal evidence from individuals who were cross-examined in lower courts when dealing directly with the question of whether or not abuse in prostitution would be reduced indoors or with third parties. 93 The underlying assumption of these facta seems to be that such individual statements selected to support one’s side are as weighty, persuasive, and reliable as systematic studies with solid methodology, or comprehensive public inquiries.

In evaluating studies of prostitution for their methodology, it is important to recognize that there may be limits of reliability when those who are interviewed could be jeopardized or endangered if they tell the truth; as noted in several sources, third parties frequently coerce prostituted persons and may exercise such threats that impact the prostituted persons’ propensity to report abuse to authorities or to researchers. 94 Hence, it is imperative to

other indoor venues without systematic comparison to outdoor prostitution. Leslie Ann Jeffrey & Gayle MacDonald, Sex Workers in the Maritimes Talk Back 89–93 (2006) (emphasis added). Their doubts were not recognized by the court. Bedford (Ont. Super. Ct. J.), supra note 13, at para. 308. Because their study does not purport to support the court’s conclusions about indoor prostitution and third parties, it will also be excluded from further analysis.

92 See id. at paras. 302–06.


94 See, e.g., R. v. Downey [1992] 2 S.C.R. 10, 36–39 (Can.) (noting that pimps’ threats make prostituted persons unlikely to testify about mistreatment); Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 23–24 (noting various incidents and conditions during interviews suggesting that prostituted women in Nevada legal brothels were under strong pressures not to reveal information to outsiders that could cast the brothels in negative light); Kuo, supra note 78, at 84 (noting that all of the prostituted persons in Nevada legal brothels she interviewed seemed “more concerned with possible assaults or abuse” from management than abuse from tricks); Royal Canadian...
consider whether bias is more or less likely in their responses, and in what direction. As discussed further below, the very fact that some persons work in legalized businesses may increase the incentive to underreport abuse, management misconduct, unsafe sex, or other illegal activities, as doing so could jeopardize the businesses’ legal status. In general, then, brothels might benefit from preventing transparency in their businesses, suggesting that there can be validity problems when interviewing persons in prostitution, as opposed to interviewing survivors who left the industry. The latter are not under influence of third parties or otherwise dependent on continuing in prostitution, and are thus less likely to provide responses biased in favor of the sex industry.

Another methodological problem to acknowledge is that scholars and researchers, along with social workers, law enforcement officers, doctors, and journalists, are often not trusted by prostituted persons. This is understandable given that many experienced being let down by various authorities during their childhood and adolescence when those authorities failed to identify or prevent abuse. Scholars also often fall short of accurately perceiving

---

MOUNTED POLICE, supra note 7, at 38–39 (discussing witness intimidation and difficulties in getting prostituted persons to speak on record against their traffickers); cf. id. at 22 (noting that “numerous” domestic trafficking victims in Canada, of which most were forced into prostitution in “exotic dance clubs,” and others in “massage parlours” or “escort services,” were “subjected to death threats, physical abuse and brutal assault while under the control of their trafficker”).

95 Many brothels have accordingly refused entry for the purpose of research. See, e.g., Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 23 (denied interviews in 6 out of 14 Nevada brothels); Tooru Nemoto et al., HIV Risk Among Asian Women Working at Massage Parlors in San Francisco, 15 AIDS EDUCATION AND PREVENTION 245, 247 (2003) (denied interviews in 13 out of 25 parlors in San Francisco). One researcher noted that when she attempted to access brothels in Nevada for research purposes she was “consistently informed that women were permitted entrance only under the auspices of George Flint, president of the Nevada Brothel Owners Association.” KUO, supra note 78, at 79–80.

96 See, e.g., Silbert & Pines, Child Abuse as Antecedent, supra note 37, at 408; cf. SOU 1995:15 Könshandel [gov’t report series], supra note 37, at 144 (acknowledging the need for “long time and close contact with prostituted women in order to acquire knowledge of their real situation”).

97 A recent Swedish research evaluation found many accounts by prostituted persons indicating that general childhood social service and psychiatric programs as well as judicial authorities and parents often failed to identify and prevent prostitution among children and young persons, in contrast with the few specialized units that targeted persons in prostitution directly. PROSTITUTION I SVERIGE: HUVUDRAPPORT; KARTLAGGNING OCH UTVÄRDERING AV PROSTITUTIONSGRUPPENAS INSATSER SAMT ERFARENSSAMT ATTITUDENS BÖRJAR [PROSTITUTION IN SWEDEN: PRIMARY REPORT; MAPPING AND EVALUATION OF THE PROSTITUTION UNITS EFFORTS, EXPERIENCES, AND ATTITUDES IN THE POPULATION] 8–10, 17–18 (Carl Göran Svedin et al., eds., 2012) (Swed.); cf. Statens Offentliga Utredningar [SOU] 2010:49 Förbud mot köp av sexuell tjänst: En utvärdering 1999–2008 [Prohibition Against Purchase of Sexual Service: An Evaluation 1999–2008] [government report series] 232 (Swed.) [hereinafter SOU 2010:49 [gov’t report series]] (reporting that necessary and adequate knowledge among social service agencies to prevent or stop prostitution often doesn’t exist nationally outside the few specialized units (three) in the metropolitan areas). Early studies in the U.S. have also indicated severe problems related to early prevention of prostitution, such as detecting child sexual abuse, which is an early antecedent to prostitution that can predict further sexual exploitation.
the complexity of prostituted persons’ situations, as they may be at risk (e.g., from third parties who may threaten them for revealing incriminating information) and thereby be incentivized to give researchers misleading information about prostitution—a problem that will be looked upon in all five studies analyzed below to assess whether such bias may have been successfully avoided or not. Likewise, journalists who solicit prostituted persons to do interviews may have incentives, such as providing titillating stories to commercial outlets (e.g., the tabloid press), that can lead the prostituted persons to be disbelieved or harassed in their lives. Considering such risks prostituted persons may be hesitant to provide any information that could cause them future troubles. There is thus a need for researchers to establish the trust that enables prostituted persons to reveal sensitive information reliably, particularly without risking disbelief or prejudice, or being arrested or institutionalized or stigmatized for not having left prostitution. In order to do this, perceptive researchers, particularly those who are not psychologically trained and experts in the field, have frequently used interviewers who have been prostituted and can communicate their understanding of the difficulties faced based on direct experience.98

A. “Maid-System” in London, U.K., Does Not Improve Safety or Well-Being

One of the articles cited by the Ontario Superior Court of Justice concerned the role of “maids” in legal prostitution: a health and sociological study of women who were prostituted legally indoors in flats located in central London, United Kingdom, authored by Dawn Whittaker and Graham Hart.99 The study described, analyzed, and evaluated various strategies that were used in these indoor venues ostensibly to protect prostituted women from various “risks” to their well-being; hence, the article defines the opposite of risk in terms of “safety,” which according to the authors primarily meant “less potential for client violence,” but also guaranteed payment and safe sex with condoms.100 Although Whittaker and Hart described their interest as being to inquire into “the extent to which different types of working environments are associated with different degrees of exposure to risk,” they made clear that they lacked a control group in street prostitution.101 In other

See, e.g., Mimi H. Silbert & Ayala M. Pines, Early Sexual Exploitation as an Influence in Prostitution, 28 SOCIAL WORK 285, 286–87 (1983) (reporting that only 37% of those 60% of 200 prostituted persons who reported sexual abuse as children had told anyone about it, and in only 21% of those cases did the abuse stop); supra notes 34–43 and accompanying text (discussing the prior role of child sexual abuse in prostitution).

99 See, e.g., Jody Raphael & Deborah L. Shapiro, Reply to Weitzer, 11 VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 965, 967 (2005); Silbert & Pines, Child Abuse as Antecedent, supra note 37, at 408–09.

100 Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83.

101 Id.
words, their study would only be able to conclude that the risks might be different in different venues—not more or less risky per venue. Nonetheless, the court erroneously summarized their study as if it had systematically compared street prostitution with prostitution indoors, stating that the “U.K. study looks at . . . prostitutes working out of ‘flats’ and to prostitutes working on the street,”102 despite the fact that even the journal abstract informs the reader that the study only looks at prostitution in flats.103

Whittaker and Hart described how the flats were operated by two women—a “maid” and a prostituted woman (the law prohibited any more than one prostituted woman in each flat).104 There were two “ideal” features to promote increased safety in this model, outlined early in the study and later assessed in terms of whether or not they were applied effectively in “reality.” First, with respect to the premises (as distinguished from the maid), women prostituted in the flats themselves described their prostitution as being conducted “in a lit, contained environment” that allegedly constituted the woman’s “own territory” and provided her more control over the “interaction.”105 However, the court’s summary omitted that Whittaker and Hart, who had not made a control study in the streets, moderated their respondents’ accounts by noting that prostituted women in the streets also frequently conduct their encounters in hotels or their own homes after having solicited a trick.106 These venues are not very different from traditional “indoor venues” with regards to features such as light and familiarity. In street prostitution it may also be easier to escape a violent trick than when being contained behind four walls in a closed building.107 In addition, when third-party profiteers are involved—such as the maids, “card boys,” landlords, and other “sex industry” actors that the authors found were linked to the flats108—other studies and accounts show that they commonly protect the

103 See Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 399 (“[W]e report on the flat-working women’s employment of protective strategies, such as co-working with ‘maids’ . . . .”); cf. id. at 406 (“Not described here is our concurrent work with street-working women.”). The authors did account for statements by some women in the flats who ostensibly explained their choice of venue by saying that they, or people they knew, had experienced more violence on streets. Id. However, there was no control group from the streets or other information to validate the representativeness of those experiences. 
104 Id. at 404.  
105 Id. at 407; see also Bedford (Ont. Super. Ct. J.), supra note 13, at para. 325(d).  
106 Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 407.  
107 Inside a closed building there are several obstacles such as walls, doors, locks, windows, elevators, and staircases, while outside there might be none other than the physical ability to run away from a dangerous trick. There might also be more opportunity for calls for help to be heard outside compared to a padded indoor location, as well as more indirect monitoring by potential visual observers (e.g., on parking lots, in parks, or back alleys) that are generally not present in indoor locations. Cf. St. James Infirmary, OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY HANDBOOK 89 (Naomi Akers & Cathryn Evans eds., 3d ed. 2010), archived at http://perma.cc/02CetqG5MU (alerting prostituted women to be “aware of exits” and to prevent the trick from blocking them).  
108 See Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 404, 410–11 (mentioning “card boy[s]” and identifying other third parties).
violent tricks rather than the women because of the tricks’ money and the women’s comparatively lower bargaining power.\textsuperscript{109} Hence, the accounts by Whittaker and Hart as well as other studies suggest that the difference attributed to a lit and contained indoor environment may have been overemphasized and misinterpreted by the court, and as such might not support their conclusion that indoor prostitution is safer than outdoor prostitution.

Second, and more importantly, Whittaker and Hart described the maids as “ideally” intending to provide more safety to the prostituted woman, for example by “provisionally” assessing potential tricks, managing the time between them (e.g., knocking on the door when time is up), guarding the financial transaction, and sitting in an adjacent room in order to respond to calls for troubles during the prostitution encounter.\textsuperscript{110} However, in “reality” the study found several problems with this model. Although the “ideal function” of maids centers on their protection and company to prostituted women, the authors noted that “observational evidence suggests that in reality there is much variation from this ideal working pattern and in prostitute-maid relationships, which affect prostituted women’s safety.”\textsuperscript{111} Reports of assault, rapes, and robberies in the flats demonstrated these problems.\textsuperscript{112} For instance, during the sexual encounter, the prostituted woman is always alone in the room with the trick, and on such occasions Whittaker and Hart had found that several violent situations had occurred and concluded that women “have to develop their own protective strategies.”\textsuperscript{113} Any role which the maid could “play in containing actual situations of violence” was decidedly minimal.\textsuperscript{114} The authors concluded that although the “occupational risks” of prostitution might vary in different venues, and though there was no control group to compare with from the street, they nonetheless thought that “[w]hat links or cuts across women’s own accounts, regardless of the setting, is the potential client violence. This is a constant, and exists as a substantial ‘health’ risk both for women working in flats and on the streets.”\textsuperscript{115} None of these findings and conclusions were reported in the Ontario Superior Court’s summary, which erroneously summarized the study as if it had compared flats and street venues with two distinct samples under controlled forms and “found that working in a flat was safer.”\textsuperscript{116} The authors did not have a control group from the street, and thus the study could not conclude what the court said it concluded, and did not attempt to make such a comparative claim; the authors merely set out to “explore the hypothesis that work-

\textsuperscript{109} See, e.g., \textit{supra} notes 65–84 and accompanying text.
\textsuperscript{110} See \textit{Whittaker & Hart}, \textit{supra} note 83, at 407; see also \textit{Bedford} (Ont. Super. Ct. J.), \textit{supra} note 13, at para. 325(d).
\textsuperscript{111} \textit{Whittaker & Hart}, \textit{supra} note 83, at 407–08.
\textsuperscript{112} See \textit{id.} at 409.
\textsuperscript{113} \textit{Id.} at 408–09.
\textsuperscript{114} \textit{Id.} at 409.
\textsuperscript{115} \textit{Id.} at 412.
\textsuperscript{116} \textit{Bedford} (Ont. Super. Ct. J.), \textit{supra} note 13, at para. 325(d).
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ing environment can mitigate, reduce or enhance the potential for harm,”117 and described their findings regarding what aspects in the London flats mitigated, reduced, or enhanced such harm.

Other findings that counter the conclusions made by the court, and which are of particular interest in Whittaker and Hart’s study, pertain to the financial constraints in this system of indoor prostitution and how it affects safety and well-being as defined by the authors. Unlike the maids, who were paid a salary, the prostituted women had to cover all expenses, including the rent and the maid’s daily wage, before earning anything for themselves.118 This finding was also not reported by the Ontario Superior Court in its brief summary of the study that only emphasized how maids ideally could make prostitution safer,119 as opposed to the reality that was vividly described by Whittaker and Hart.120 It is puzzling in particular that the court did not note the article’s lengthy description of the additional layer of exploitation of the women’s prostitution that occurred in the apartments:

Unlike women working on the streets, these women have a lot of outgoing expenses. Chief among these is the daily rent they have to pay to their landlord: this varies from £120 to £250. The landlord also charges varying daily amounts to cover bills, such as electricity and telephone, on top of the basic rent. In addition, the women pay the maid a daily wage—£30 to £60. . . . [S]ome flats advertise in phone boxes. In this case a ‘card boy’ is paid a daily rate of up to £60 to place cards regularly in local phone boxes. There is also the cost of printing the cards.

. . . . Women aim to see a certain number of clients a day—usually 20. . . . “You’ve got to get through, like, ten punters before you’ve made your rent and maid. And after that you might not do any more, so you don’t make any money, anyway (depth interview).” . . . Survey data to date shows the average number of clients seen by these women in a week is 76. Many women see between 20 and 30 men a day—with a few women seeing up to 50.121

---

117 Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 406.
118 See Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 404; see also infra note 121 and accompanying text.
119 See Bedford (Ont. Super. Ct. J.), supra note 13, at para. 325(d) (“The authors concluded that there are two characteristics of ‘flat work’ that make it safer: (1) it takes place indoors in a lit, contained environment (2) the prostitutes work with an assistant, or ‘maid.’ The maid makes a provisional assessment of prospective clients through a peep-hole and can veto undesirable clients (such as those that appear drunk), and sits in an adjacent room during the transaction.”).
120 See supra notes 105–115 and accompanying text; infra notes 121–150 and accompanying text.
121 Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 404–05 (emphasis added).
These observations may have serious implications for prostituted persons’ general well-being and safe sex practices. Other studies from legal brothels discussed above show how legal prostitution could not eliminate the demands for and monetary incentives to accept unsafe sex or other abuses. Many tricks will pay more if a condom is not used. It is therefore useful to know how, or if, these incentives were countered when there was a quota of meeting about ten tricks before breaking even.

Every woman to whom [Dawn Whittaker] has spoken always uses condoms for all penetrative sex, including oral sex. It should be noted, however, that they all said they were frequently asked by clients for unprotected sex, and this was usually with an offer of more money. Everyone had stories of women who would ‘do it without,’ stories which are used to distance themselves from such activity . . . .

Indeed, testimonies from legal brothels around the world suggest that stories of unsafe sex of others are closer to the truth for most persons than these authors might have realized. Considering that some of the women in London saw up to fifty men a day, in part to have money left when “rent and maid” were paid, there would be strong incentives for them to reduce the number of tricks by accepting more lucrative unsafe sex. However, such information may be difficult to obtain as it could implicate illicit activities, which is also suggested by the recurring obstacles to interviewing people in legal brothels. Nonetheless, quite suggestive information about incentives for unsafe sex seems to be revealed in the sense that “everyone” in Whittaker and Hart’s sample mentioned that it happened to others. In this context, it is important to consider that the researcher, Dawn Whittaker, had a “dual
role” that included being a health practitioner as well, doing drop-in visits at the apartments and other similar work. The respondents were explicitly informed about her role, though they might already have met with either her or her associates previously. They could thus perceive the situation such as it would implicate them in their relation with officials to explicitly admit to her that they practiced unsafe sex in the flats. Admitting unsafe sex would also likely implicate the third parties in their de facto brothel-system which, when considering how many third parties have often been found to threaten prostituted women in order to stop them from revealing incriminating evidence, could make the women’s situation potentially more difficult, financially as well as otherwise. In light of these obstacles to obtaining unbiased information, it does seem more likely that the accounts of unsafe sex practices of others may have actually been veiled statements about the prostituted women’s own experiences, not just statements of disapproval, as interpreted by the authors—though this is hard to verify.

Furthermore, it was noted how the maids had an “ambiguous position within the structural organization of sex work in the flats.” The findings from the London flats led the authors to conclude that there was oftentimes a hierarchy that prevented prostituted women from exercising autonomous control over their situation, though exceptions were said to exist. There were flats that were “managed by the same ‘consortium,’” with “[g]roups of maids appear[ing] to have some control over the running of groups of flats.” The authors hypothesized that these conditions had “immediate and long-term implications for the health and safety of the woman.” The authors found that such maids seemed to make decisions regarding what tricks a woman could not refuse, “not the woman herself, thus taking away from

129 Id. at 402. In addition to her dual role as a researcher and health care provider, information in the article strongly suggests the only interviewer was Dawn Whittaker. Nowhere in the article are there any suggestions that another person made interviews—neither the co-author Graham Hart, nor anyone else (e.g., a research assistant). By contrast, explicit formulations suggest that Whittaker did all the interviews, such as “[e]very woman to whom DW has spoken reports always using condoms for all penetrative sex.” Id. at 405.
130 See Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 402.
131 See, e.g., Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 23–24 (noting conditions during interviews suggesting that prostituted women in Nevada legal brothels were pressured not to reveal incriminating information to outsiders); see also R. v. Downey [1992] 2 S.C.R. 10, 36–39 (Can.) (noting that pimps intimidate and threaten prostituted persons in order to prevent them from testifying about mistreatment); Royal Canadian Mounted Police, supra note 7, 38–39 (discussing witness intimidation and difficulties to get prostituted persons to testify against their traffickers); cf. Kuo, supra note 78, at 84 (noting that all prostituted persons in Nevada legal brothels seemed “more concerned with possible assaults or abuse” from management than abuse from tricks).
132 Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 405 (“Everyone had stories of women who would ‘do it without’ . . . .”)
133 Id. at 409.
134 Id. at 409–11.
135 Id. at 410.
136 Id.
the woman a key element in what in other circumstances is the most vital aspect of the work.” Whittaker and Hart concluded that this situation made it more difficult for the prostituted woman “to assert herself in her interactions with clients, and hence more vulnerable to client violence.” In “the long-term,” they wrote, “her job is less secure, and she is likely to be forced to work harder and to see less of the money she is earning.” Put another way, these are asymmetrical and unequal conditions of power that increase exploitation in prostitution.

Whittaker and Hart also found that some landlords exercised a particular kind of control over the prostitution in the flats—e.g., moving women around between different flats so they could not control “with whom they must work”—which suggested that the landlords had a deliberate strategy to “foster dependence and uncertainty.” Several accounts also pointed to more hierarchical layers of third parties—not just maids and landlords. The flats were located within a square mile in a “well known” red-light district. Thus, landlords were sometimes themselves under control of others in “the organisation of the sex industry in this district” and did not themselves have the power to change working conditions or set rents. These observations suggest that women in the flats were frequently subjected to exploitation under the framework of a larger sex industry complex.

In light of everything said in Whittaker and Hart’s informative article on indoor prostitution in London, U.K., when the Ontario Superior Court stated that this study allegedly found that “working in a flat was safer,” the sum-
mary is unsupported and misrepresents the study and its findings. The court ignored the exploitation actually at work, as well as the minimal (if not counterproductive) role of the maid in mitigating the harms of prostitution. As expressed by the authors of the U.K. study themselves, but unfortunately not mentioned by the court of first instance:

Such features as the pressures to “make the rent,” which result in long working hours and large numbers of clients, the absence of autonomy in those situations where it is the maid who determines which clients shall be seen, might be considered by women working the streets to be intolerable conditions of employment.

The accounts of how some women must sexually service about ten tricks before starting to earn anything themselves should be seen in light of the fact that “many survivors view prostitution as almost entirely consisting of unwanted sex acts or even, in one person’s words, paid rape.” Even tricks describe prostitution as “paid rape.” In a study of prostituted persons in legal brothels in Nevada, one prostituted woman said prostitution was “like you sign a contract to be raped”; another said that “[t]he first words that come to mind are: degraded, dehumanized, used, victim, ashamed, humiliated, embarrassed, insulted, slave, rape, violated”; a third explained that she “cried all the time” during her first six months in legal prostitution. Hence, when the Bedford court argued that violent abuse is less extensive in indoor venues than on the streets because explicit rape might have been less reported there, it seems to disregard and minimize these experiences of prostituted persons. That rape or abuse is reported less does not necessarily mean that it occurs less. From the perspective of persons in prostitution, economic pressures, leading to “long working hours and large numbers of clients,” and a lack of autonomy in deciding what tricks to accept and refuse, might be experienced as multiple rapes whether or not they are called “rape” by name.

144 Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 412.
145 Id. at 404.
146 Farley, “Bad for the Body,” supra note 31, at 1100; see also Giobbe, supra note 34, at 121 (noting survivors described it “like rape”).
148 Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 34 (emphasis added).
149 Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 412.
150 See infra notes 445–456 and accompanying text for a discussion of the importance of the living on the avails and bawdy-house provisions in light of legal problems with applying rape laws to abuses such as prostitution when conceptualized as “paid rape”—abuses that exist in part because of multiple social disadvantages, which in turn cause intersectional problems of discrimination in law.
Summary of Analysis. The London study was inaccurately represented by the Ontario Superior Court, which failed to account for a number of abusive and exploitative practices documented by the study. The court’s summary is thus decidedly misleading when stating, without comment or modification, that the “authors found that working in a flat was safer. Safety was defined in terms of guaranteed payment, sex with condoms, and less potential for client violence.” Contrary to the court’s summary, sex with condoms is not practiced in many instances of legal prostitution. This finding is consistent with those of other studies from Nevada, New Zealand, and similar jurisdictions with legal forms of prostitution. The London study’s policy implications were represented by the court as far more supportive of a partial decriminalization of third parties than they actually were.

B. Findings Mediated by Brothel Management in Nevada Reduce Value of Research

The court of first instance also summarized a study authored by sociologists Barbara G. Brents and Kathryn Hausbeck from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas. They reported visiting thirteen out of twenty-six officially legal Nevada brothels; interviewing prostituted persons, managers, and brothel owners; and talking with various officials, activists, and some clients. The findings invoked by the court were said to show that legalized brothels in Nevada could prevent a substantial amount of violence, abuse, and unsafe sex. The brothel’s own regulations in these respects were presented in the article as meticulous, if bordering on extreme. For instance, it was found that “the vast majority of brothels do not allow women to leave the premises while they are on contract to work, even if they are not on shift.” Some managers explained this practice as a way to avoid having to conduct health exams when women return, while others said it was also out of concern for the women’s safety. Though Brents and Hausbeck acknowledged that “few other professions” have such “paternalistic supervision” and lock downs, the prostituted women were said to accept these policies as
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“basically reasonable restrictions.” Yet, somewhat contradictorily, the women also reported that “they felt they were able to leave the brothel at any time” (whether this referred to permanent or temporary absence is unclear). Certain owners also reported exceptions to these rules, for instance in order to allow women to leave so they could use their rooms “for entertaining 24 hours a day.”

More importantly, the Brents and Hausbeck article contains a number of accounts by owners, managers, law enforcement, and prostituted women that almost unanimously present the brothels as safe places with superior benefits compared to other forms of prostitution that, by contrast, were said to be dangerous and unsafe (including pornography production). Despite the fact that “the potential for violence” in their legal brothels was “discussed by many,” none of the managers or owners mentioned an actual occurrence of violence. Similarly, only one out of more than forty prostituted women reported any personal experience with violence while there.

These low reports of abuse in prostitution, and the absence of reported management misconduct and unsafe sex, are striking when compared with other studies and accounts from legal brothels in Nevada, where several other sources have reported that brothel management in Nevada, and other third parties tend to promote unsafe sex, show little interest in intervening with abusive tricks, and would rather cover up violent episodes than stop them—assuming they would be able to even if they wished. Moreover, as many tricks admit that they buy women in prostitution to have the type of sex that others would refuse them, including violent, abusive, and degrading sex, which prostituted women confirm the tricks demand, it might be difficult

---

159 Id. at 284–85.
160 Id. at 285.
161 Id.
162 See, e.g., id. at 282, 285–92 (pornography production discussed at 288).
163 Id. at 287.
164 Id.
165 See, e.g., supra notes 78–83 and accompanying text (accounts of abusive and unsafe sex practices in Nevada brothels). Farley noted that among respondents she interviewed inside eight legal brothels in Nevada, some told her they were afraid even to report violent tricks to the management because they could be blamed or fired because of it. Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 29. Among Farley’s forty-five respondents, many of whom risked being overheard by pimps and managers through listening devices in all rooms or even by physical interceptions, see id. at 24, ten nonetheless reported having been physically assaulted in prostitution during their lives, six reported having been threatened with a weapon, twelve reported having been coerced or pressured into an act of prostitution, id. at 30–32 tbl.3. Although these figures were an aggregate from both legal and other prostitution, see id. at 29 tbl.2 (showing other forms of prostitution that respondents had been in), the respondents’ accounts indicated that legal brothels were not particularly better than other venues where they had been prostituted. See id. at 29 (finding that “[m]ost of the women we interviewed in Nevada’s brothels told us the same thing. 81% of the Nevada women told us that they wanted to escape prostitution, regardless of its legal status. ‘It’s all the same emotionally, no matter where we work,’ said one woman, referring to other—illegal—prostitution venues).
166 See supra note 82 (including parenthetical information).
for Nevada brothels to survive economically if they do not provide such services to their tricks, whether directly or indirectly.

The discrepancy between the accounts found in Brents and Hausbeck’s article and those found elsewhere appears even more problematic, however, when considering the former’s method of soliciting informants. The Ontario Superior Court did not mention the procedure they used to select interviewees in Nevada. Brents and Hausbeck admit in their publication that their access to the brothels was mediated “through contacts with certain gatekeepers, including the head of the Nevada Brothel Association and attorneys who had worked with brothels, and through cold calls to brothels.”167 Other researchers are regularly denied access to prostituted persons,168 suggesting that there may be bias when the brothel association and their attorneys choose to give certain researchers access to certain selected venues. Although other researchers may face similar gate-keepers, it is puzzling why the court did not question why all prostituted women in Brents and Hausbeck’s study claimed they felt protected, while managers and brothel owners conveniently saw “themselves as protecting women from violence on the streets by providing a legal alternative.”169 These accounts may be good advertisements for the brothels. The question is, however, whether they are accurate or misleading. Given the nature of the mediated access to the brothels and the informants, and the dramatic clash with otherwise well-documented reality,170 these accounts seem clearly biased, and thus of limited value. The Ontario court nevertheless accepted the study as valid, lacking the needed critical distance or methodological questioning.

C. Contradictory and Unpersuasive Small Sample in Victoria, Australia

The court of first instance additionally cited a study from Melbourne, Australia, authored by Priscilla Pyett and Deborah Warr.171 The authors interviewed twenty-four prostituted women who “were perceived as potentially vulnerable to risk because they were young, inexperienced, homeless, drug or alcohol dependent, or working in illegal brothels or on the street.”172 The study claimed that most of the women working in legal brothels reported that they felt “safe,” and that their security was “enhanced by supportive

167 Brents & Hausbeck, supra note 154, at 294 n.1.
168 See supra note 95.
169 Brents & Hausbeck, supra note 154, at 271.
170 For sources suggesting that abuse, exploitation, and unsafe sex occurs systematically in legal brothels in Nevada, see, e.g., Kuo, supra note 78, at 84–85; Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 29–47; Ryan, supra note 79, at 22–23; Volkonsky, supra note 80, at 22. For sources showing similar problems in other jurisdictions with legal brothels, see generally supra Part I.B.
172 Pyett & Warr, supra note 171, at 184.
managing" and policies that claimed to promote their protection, which contradicts many other prominent studies and sources. Pyett and Warr noted that although "physical assault" and "difficulties with enforcing condom use" occurred, these problems "were reported much more frequently" by those prostituted on the street than by those prostituted in brothels. The authors claimed that among legal brothels (as opposed to street prostitution, illegal massage parlors, or escort prostitution), only one woman out of nine reported experiencing a violent incident. Even if this number was accurately reported, however, it seems difficult to draw any general conclusions from it because the legal brothel sample was so small: among the twenty-four persons interviewed, only twelve were prostituted indoors, and, as mentioned above, only nine were found in legal brothels as opposed to illegal massage parlors or escort agencies. Although some sampling details are accounted for, nothing is said about whether certain brothels rejected access to the researchers or not (similar information is generally provided in other social science studies), or who was in the room, otherwise overheard the conversations, or had access to the recordings and transcriptions—facts that may or may not indicate further bias in the responses from the interviewees when they were asked to reveal incriminating information (e.g., about unsafe sex or management misconduct).

Moreover, not all of the licensed brothels included in the study actually adhered to the law—Pyett and Warr also noted that in "some licensed brothels where, although in contravention of the law, management did not insist on condom use for all services, women experienced competition from other workers and considerable pressure from clients." In one such case, a woman reported that "the management illegally encouraged some workers to provide sex without a condom." In other words, management did not simply fail to insist on safe sex but actively promoted unsafe sex. The woman

173 Id. at 187.
174 See, e.g., supra notes 65–84, 99–153 and accompanying text.
175 Id. at 187. Pyett and Warr report that among their sample of twelve women prostituted in indoor locations (which they categorize as all being "brothels"), id. at 185, 186 tbl.1, three of the subjects were not prostituted in licensed brothels but in illegal "'massage parlours'" or "escort agencies." Id. at 190; cf. id. at 185 (mentioning that half of the total twenty-four respondents "worked in legal brothels, in 'massage parlours' (which functions as illegal brothels) or in escort agencies").
176 See supra note 176.
177 Pyett & Warr, supra note 171, at 184. With respect to their interviewers and the sampling methodology, Pyett and Warr state only that a reference group consisting of eight "women who had some association with the sex industry, either as current or past sex workers, or as health educators or outreach workers . . . . recruited and interviewed participants and assisted with the interpretation of findings." Id.
178 See, e.g., Kuo, supra note 78, at 79–80; Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 23; Brents & Hausbeck, supra note 154, at 271–72 & 294 n.1; Nemoto et al., supra note 95, at 247.
179 Pyett & Warr, supra note 171, at 184–85.
180 Id. at 186.
181 Id. at 190 (emphasis added).
“saw herself as having no option but to put up with this unsatisfactory situation,” saying it was “unfair, very unfair.”

By contrast, the court’s summary of this study’s findings said that “brothel workers’ security was enhanced by supportive management, firm policies relating to condom use and price, duration and type of service, alarm systems, proximity to others and the right to legal protection.” The court’s summary also stated that “difficulties with enforcing condom usage” were more frequently reported on the street than in the brothels. However, the summary failed to recognize the crucial problem of bias in discouraging reporting in brothels, making the observed variance unreliable.

In contrast to Brents and Hausbeck’s study where respondents were solicited with mediated access from brothel owners and their attorneys and reported a largely positive view of the brothels, Pyett and Warr’s respondents were not unanimous in their accounts. Similarly to other less positive reports, some respondents reported evidence of the unequal power dynamics and incentives for unsafe sex, for example the woman quoted above. Five out of the nine women in legal brothels gave more troublesome accounts. For instance, one stated that she often used alcohol or drugs, acknowledging how their effects “rendered her ‘totally disempowered,’ ‘extremely vulnerable’ and ‘easily manipulated’” when interacting with tricks. She told interviewers how, when she did not like the way the “client” was “handling” her, she just “shut up anyway because you don’t want the client to go out and complain.” In addition, several other women acknowledged that they needed heroin to cope with prostitution, one of them complaining in particular about “unwanted ‘groping’ from ‘enthusiastic’ clients.” Pyett and Warr noted that interviewers had shown dismay at two of these women’s poor health condition. Though the actual extent of exploitation, abusive conditions, and unsafe sex among this sample may be unknown, it should be considered that existence of such activity would be incriminating for the brothels that claim legal protection. The women who are dependent on the brothels could be harmed for having revealed such information to outsiders—it is not unheard of for third parties operating in the sex industry to pressure and threaten prostituted women to prevent them from revealing information that may incriminate the third parties. Harmful
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practices could have occurred more often than reported. In any event, this Australian study, with its small subsamples, potential bias, and differing accounts regarding exploitative and unsafe sex, is a slender reed on which to lean.

D. Correlational Surveys from New Zealand and U.K. Do Not Support the Court

Two more studies with larger samples, from New Zealand and the United Kingdom respectively, were cited by the court of first instance as providing evidence that the tricks’ violence as well as other forms of adversity occurred more frequently against those prostituted outdoors than those prostituted indoors. These studies used quantitative survey methods and, by contrast to the other three studies discussed above, did not inquire into the role of third parties such as managers, bodyguards, drivers, or receptionists. Thus, neither study attributed a lower level of reported violence or other problems to the role of third parties, although they claimed the occurrence of such adversity was more frequent outdoors compared to indoors. There thus seems little explanatory support to gain from these studies as to whether a reversal of a presumption of guilt into a presumption of innocence on behalf of those who profit from the prostitution of others would be appropriate. Nonetheless, if deciding whether legalizing systematic and organized indoor prostitution is an appropriate response to some of the problems faced by persons in prostitution, the court’s interest in the studies might be understandable because the studies could indicate whether indoor prostitution is safer per se than outdoor prostitution. Nonetheless, they did not control for the presence of third parties on the streets or in indoor venues.

In order to clearly support the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision to strike down the bawdy-house and avails provisions, the studies must show: (1) that the variance in abuse is related to the place of prostitution rather than related to other factors, such as age or experience of the prostituted population sampled in these different places; and (2) that these studies’ reported lower frequency of abuse and adversity in indoor compared to outdoor venues is reliable and not a result of bias (e.g., underreporting). If either of these two requirements is not met the studies cannot reliably show that indoor prostitution is safer than outdoor prostitution per se. For instance, if age or experience are the significant predictors of variance in abuse and adversity, moving persons from outdoor to indoor prostitution (e.g., by le-


196 See Plumridge & Abel, supra note 127, at 82 tbl.6; Church et al., supra note 195, at 525 tbl.1.

197 Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at para. 164.
galizing brothels and keeping outdoor prostitution illegal) would not significantly decrease the amount of abuse or adversity the persons experience.

The study from New Zealand surveyed 303 respondents who were estimated to represent just over 80% of prostituted women in Christchurch. The study found a lower frequency of violence in indoor venues as compared with the streets—a finding sometimes seen in other studies, although not unequivocally so. For instance, the New Zealand study found that 41% of seventy-eight prostituted persons in streets reported they had been physically assaulted, while 21% of 225 prostituted persons indoors reported the same. Sixty-five percent reported being physically threatened in the streets, while 26% reported the same indoors. Twenty-one percent reported being forced to have unprotected sex in the streets, while 9% reported the same indoors. Twenty-three percent reported being “held somewhere against their will” in the streets, while 13% reported the same indoors.

However, differences between the groups other than their place of prostitution may have contributed to the variance in reported abuse between venues. For instance, the respondents on the streets tended to be younger and using more drugs than those indoors. Assuming the lower frequency of violence and adversities in indoor prostitution was derived from unbiased reports—an assumption that may not be reliable, as discussed more in depth below—the outdoor group’s collective youth, inexperience, and higher vulnerability could be what made them targets of abusive men, not the streets per se. Indeed, in their sample from indoor prostitution in London flats, Whittaker and Hart noted that “[o]bservational evidence from outreach sessions and clinic consultations” suggested that women aged “30-50+” who had been prostituted in their district for many years along with “women in their late 20s and 30s” who “graduated” to the flats “from other sectors” of prostitution were “experienced and skilled at managing interactions with clients.” By contrast, the “younger women (late teens and early 20s)” with less experience and skills “appear to work longer hours, see more men, and

---

198 Plumridge & Abel, supra note 127, at 78–79. The respondents were recruited through press advertising, flyers, outreach, and telephone contact, and were interviewed by members of The New Zealand Prostitutes Collective—an organization sponsored financially by the government and reportedly operated “as a peer education and outreach organisation.” Id. at 78, 79.
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know considerably less about how to use condoms safely, the risks involved and what action to take if a condom bursts.”

As research shows that many tricks believe they have a right to treat women how they want just because they are paying for sex even if it includes being violent, it may be that tricks on the streets that were studied were more abusive because they took advantage of the younger women’s lower ability to prevent abuse due to inexperience and drugs—conditions that are generally less prevalent among the older indoor women. The study did not statistically control for whether younger and less experienced women were more abused indoors and outdoors than older and more experienced women were. That is, the study did not control for age or drug use. Hence, the study does not show whether violence would differ by moving (if possible) the women from streets to indoor locations. Massage parlors or escort agencies might not even want the younger and more unstable women, perhaps because their vulnerability is a target for abuse. Without more statistical probing, the study does not support the court’s assumptions that prostitution indoors, simply by occurring indoors, would be safer for the women.

There is still the possibility, not yet properly tested, that age and substance

---

207 Id.
208 See supra note 84.
209 The study could also have controlled for whether age and substance addiction were variables that mediate or moderate the variation in abuse. A mediating variable operates on a continuum where, at the most extreme end, it entirely eliminates the significant effect from the independent variable to zero; in less extreme cases the mediator significantly decreases the correlation between independent and dependent variables, but not to zero. See Reuben M. Baron & David A. Kenny, The Moderator-Mediator Variable Distinction in Social Psychological Research: Conceptual, Strategic, and Statistical Considerations, 51 J. PERS. & SOC. PSYCHOL. 1173, 1176 (1986). A moderating variable is usually posited when there are unexpected “weak or inconsistent” relations between independent and dependent variables, such as if the difference of prostitution venue was found to correlate strongly with self-reported violence only for one subpopulation and not for another (e.g., only for young but not for old women). Id. at 1178. Statistical tests may control for how much independent effect can be attributed to the independent and the moderating or mediating variables respectively. See id. at 1175 (describing tests and citing literature). If Plumridge and Abel had analyzed whether age or addictions were mediating or moderating variables to the variance in abuse, they might have found surprising results. Even if the venue alone has predictive capability as a raw correlation, if age and addiction were found to have mediated or moderated that variance, the venue itself might become less important in the final equation, possibly losing all its statistical power.
210 Cf. Factum of Appellant, the Attorney General of Canada, supra note 93, at para. 77, (noting that evidence suggests that women on the streets already have “many ‘pre-existing vulnerabilities’ particular” to their population, and that repealing the bawdyhouse laws would not necessarily lead to them moving indoors “due to their lack of resources, skills to prostitute themselves online, and ‘pre-existing vulnerabilities’ that would keep them on the street” (citations omitted)). The factum further concludes that there was no evidence presented in lower Bedford courts to support the conclusion that simply because indoor prostitution would become legal, prostituted women on the streets would move there. Id. at para. 78.
211 The Attorney General of Canada noted that evidence suggests that “it is not the venue that dictates the degree of control (and hence safety) that a prostitute will have, but the extent to which her work is controlled by a third party . . . and whether that third party is seeking to maximize profit or the safety of the prostitute.” Id. at para. 76 (citation
addiction could explain either a significant part or all of the statistical correlations between the observed variance in abuse in the outdoor and indoor samples, rather than the conditions in the venues themselves.

The study also exhibits instances that are of concern in terms of underreporting. Women at three different massage parlors reported that the parlors “made efforts to dissuade women from participating.”212 Whether other massage parlors dissuaded respondents from reporting honestly (as distinguished from dissuading them to even participate) is unclear. As discussed in the introduction to Part II among other places, reports of a high frequency of abuse or unsafe sex practices in massage parlors or escort prostitution could suggest that the management condones or supports such activity. Thus, it is not unlikely that management would discourage prostituted persons to reveal the full extent of such information to outsiders. The researchers seemed even to have been indirectly aware of the risks of underreporting. In order to reduce any suspicion that the study was aligned with taxation, law enforcement, or social welfare agencies in relation to legalized venues, they avoided “in-depth questioning” about age, drugs, earnings, and mental health.213 However, no such strategy was outlined vis-à-vis the risk of biased responses concerning the extent of violence, unsafe sex, or other abuses that their surveys did ask about in the massage parlors and in escort prostitution, where third parties are often involved. It is therefore difficult to know whether there was underreporting.214 There is hence a possibility that the frequency of abuse reported in indoor prostitution is unreliable. In this light it is unfortunate that the Ontario Superior Court of Justice did not note any of the indicators of potential bias in its summary of the study.215 From their opinion, it therefore appears as if the findings reported in this study provide a more reliable support for changing long-standing prostitution laws than they actually do.

The second quantitative study cited by the court, from the United Kingdom, was built on a questionnaire three researchers administrated to 240 prostituted women (125 indoors, 115 outdoors) from three cities.216 The indoor group was composed of persons who were prostituted in either saunas

---

212 Plumridge & Abel, supra note 127, at 79.
213 Id. This strategy unfortunately also reduces the ability to gather probative negative information on the legal brothel industry (e.g., occurrence of PTSD)—a key concern in the Bedford case—although it may help to reduce underreporting in specific areas.
214 The responses to the survey’s question about number of tricks per shift raises further suspicions about underreporting. As many as 49% in indoor prostitution only reported one or two tricks per shift, 43% reported three or four tricks per shift, 7% reported five or six, and only 1% reported more than six tricks per shift. Plumridge & Abel, supra note 127, at 80 tbl.4. These numbers stand out in stark contrast to what was reported in the flats in London, U.K., where many women met twenty to thirty men per day, and some up to fifty, with a mean of seventy-six tricks per week. Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 404–05.
216 Church et al., supra note 195, at 524.
or in flats (fifty in Leeds, seventy-five in Edinburg), and the outdoor group was sampled from the street (forty in Leeds, seventy-five in Glasgow). The survey found a higher reported incidence of violence in outdoor prostitution compared to indoors: 81% of women in the streets reported at least one experience of violence at the hands of tricks, while 48% of women indoors reported the same; 50% of women in the streets reported violence in the past six months, while 26% of women indoors reported the same; and 47% of women in the streets reported being slapped, punched, or kicked, while 14% of women indoors reported the same. The outdoor group also reported comparatively higher instances of vaginal rape, threats, strangulations, and other acts. In an exception to this pattern, anal rape was reported by only 5% of the women on the streets, while 6% reported it indoors. The study also found that women on the streets who experienced violence were more likely to have reported at least one incident to the police (44% versus 18%).

When summarizing the study, the Ontario Superior Court noted that the sample of street women in the U.K. were “younger, involved in prostitution earlier, [and] reported more illegal drug use . . . than those who worked in indoor venues,” an observation consistent with the findings of the New Zealand study above. Forty-nine percent of women on the streets reported having injected drugs in the past month, while only 3% of women indoors reported the same. In an exception to this pattern, more women indoors (79%) reported using tranquilizers than women on the streets (37%), and more women indoors (30%) reported using amphetamine than women on the streets (11%). On the whole, however, the court failed to notice that although the study’s authors made multiple logistic regressions to control for location, drug use, time in prostitution, and age of entry, they did not report whether the current age of respondents predicted more or less violence.

Just as concluded above with regards to the New Zealand study, the higher prevalence of violence in outdoor venues compared to indoors in this U.K. study, if true and not a result of bias (more below), may simply be related to the inexperience of younger women making them more vulnerable to abusive men. There is no support in the study for the proposition that indoor environment per se reduces this violence. Moreover, as no data was provided on how many of the indoor women had third-party involvement, and naturally not what such actors did to prevent abuse, the study does not support the court’s conclusion that third parties may contribute to make pros-
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titution safer. In fact, other studies have shown that third parties in indoor prostitution usually do not intervene efficiently anyway; sometimes there is a lack of means for intervening (e.g., violence happens too quickly), and at other times managers and others lack the interest to do so, seeing good relations with paying customers as more important than intervening.226

The court also failed to address the numerous potential places for bias in this study. First, the study reports without further specification that the subjects were contacted either “in their place of work” (65%), which apparently could be brothels or alleys,227 or “through drop-in centres” (35%).228 The lack of information about who might have overheard the conversations in their workplaces, or who had access to the recordings or transcripts is troubling, especially when considering the possibility that third parties who have a business interest in pressuring the respondents not to reveal incriminating information about abusive or exploitative practices may have been present. The authors also do not consider whether their questions about age in prostitution, illegal drug use, or violence could be perceived as suspicious or endangering by respondents precisely because that information might seriously jeopardize the flats and saunas in their relation with public authorities and the public opinion. By contrast, the authors of the other quantitative survey discussed above from New Zealand seem to have been aware of a few of these problems and had taken some, albeit limited, measures to avoid them.229 The U.K. authors also failed to state whether the three researchers who did the interviews were formerly or currently prostituted persons, which could have indicated if they were more or less well-suited to gain the trust of their interviewers.230

Summary of Analysis. The studies from New Zealand and the U.K. meet neither of the two criteria for whether the survey studies can be used to support the Supreme Court’s decision to strike down the bawdy house laws and avails provision in their entirety. Although the studies found more violence being reported outdoors than indoors, the two studies (1) did not show what predicts this violence from occurring, as the studies did not control for crucial predicting variables such as the prostituted persons’ age, experience, or other preexisting vulnerabilities along with controlling for venue. Women on the streets in these samples were younger,231 thus more inexperienced than women were indoors.232 Such a situation could expose the former to

---

226 See supra notes 65–84, 110–15 and accompanying text.
227 By “place of work” the study might also have included other places of work, as where prostitution is only a “part time job,” but the article does not clarify further.
228 See Church et al., supra note 195, at 524.
229 Plumridge & Abel, supra note 127, at 79; see also supra note 213 and accompanying text.
230 See supra notes 96–98 and accompanying text.
231 Plumridge & Abel, supra note 127, at 80; Church et al., supra note 195, at 524, 525 tbl.1.
232 Cf. Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 406 (noting that their study of indoor prostitution in London flats found older women being more “experienced and skilled at
more abusive men taking advantage of their vulnerability, regardless of prostitution venue. These problems might not disappear by moving them indoors, even if they were given the opportunity to do so. Furthermore, the two studies (2) did not show that the reported frequencies of violence did not suffer significantly from bias (e.g., underreporting of exploitative abuse, unsafe sex, or drug use among certain subsamples). There is always a possibility that respondents do not reveal information to outsiders that could incriminate the brothels, massage parlors, or escort agencies in illegal or otherwise tainted activities. The court’s assumption that when prostitution is occurring indoors prostituted women will be safer from violence than when being prostituted outdoors is not a reliable conclusion that can be drawn from either of these two studies as they did not (1) control for alternative “mediating” variables (e.g., age) that might reduce the predictive effect from the venues on violence to zero, or (2) show that underreporting in indoor venues did not significantly impact the observed variance of violence there. Similarly, neither of these studies supports the court’s conclusion that third parties in indoor prostitution may enhance prostituted persons’ safety or well-being, as they did not control for the presence or behavior of third parties on the streets or in indoor venues. Instead, they may call into question the validity of such findings. There is evidence in the studies that might suggest underreporting among the prostituted women sampled indoors, which is consistent with a tendency seen elsewhere that persons who are being prostituted through third-party arrangements may be pressured not to reveal evidence of exploitation or abuse.

managing interactions with clients” while younger women seemed to work longer hours, saw more tricks, and knew “considerably less” about condom safety).
E. Opinions by Expert Witnesses Hypothetical at Best, Naïve at Worst

Apart from the five studies discussed above, both the Ontario Superior Court of Justice and the Court of Appeal for Ontario referred frequently to hypothetical claims made by some experts and witnesses suggesting that if only certain prostitution provisions were repealed, bodyguards, drivers, managers, and other third parties would be available to assist vulnerable persons with measures intending to increase safety and well-being. For instance, an expert who has published research on prostitution primarily in Canada, and Vancouver in particular, referred to the British system of prostitution with legal “maids” and legal landlords discussed above. He argued that if the challenged laws were invalidated, there was “a possibility that others would organize that infrastructure for those desperate and marginalized women on the Downtown Eastside who cannot pay for it.” If someone is marginalized and desperate, however, as most prostituted persons are, relying on the “possibility” that someone, who is in a position to exploit them with complete impunity if laws against pimps and madams are invalidated, might instead step in to assist them seems dangerously naïve.

Persons who enter prostitution are generally not in a good position to assert their interests against those who would take advantage of them to increase their profits—an assertion that the evidence from the legal brothel industry corroborates. Indeed, the full study on the British legal system with “maids,” cited by the Ontario Superior Court, also supports this conclusion, contrary to that court’s misleading summary. Not surprisingly, the accounts of expert opinions did not mention any other studies or evidence in support of the hypothetical assumption that third parties would be benign, as opposed to imposing an additional layer of exploitation onto prostituted persons’ lives that is detrimental to their well-being and safety.

In a similar vein, the court of first instance credited the hypothetical and unsupported assumption of another expert, who argued that prostituted persons “are made dependant on strangers in vehicles for their safety due to the bawdy-house provisions” and implied that they would work with a security guard if not for the living on the avails provision. No evidence was presented for the contrary possibility, based on studies such as the one from authorities); see also supra note 95 (citing studies where researchers were refused entry into legal brothels).


238 See supra Part II.A (a study of the “maid” system).

239 See Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 211 (emphasis added).

240 See supra Part I.A.

241 See supra Parts I, II.A, II.C.

242 See supra Part II.A. Whittaker and Hart found that a hierarchy in the system of flats often prevented prostituted women from controlling their situation and, e.g., that third parties (“maids”) made decisions about what tricks a woman could, or could not, refuse, making her more vulnerable to abuse rather than less. Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 409–11.

the British legal system above,\textsuperscript{244} that with more indoor venues to ostensibly choose from rather than “strangers in vehicles” there would also be more exploitation of vulnerable women, not necessarily less. Another expert was quoted by the Ontario Superior Court along with her co-authors of a government report. Their report stated that safety “strategies to reduce these risks [in outcall/escort prostitution], such as hiring a driver or bodyguard or meeting and communicating with a client in a public place beforehand, run afoul of the law.”\textsuperscript{245} It is one thing to note that a supposed practice theoretically “runs afoul of the law,” which it may of course do. However, this simple observation does not support the court’s conclusions that third parties protect, rather than exploit, prostituted persons. Unlike the court, studies consistently find that third parties, including drivers, bodyguards, maids, managers, or others, are typically in a superior social position of power vis-à-vis prostituted persons; by contrast, the latter are commonly in a position of vulnerability.\textsuperscript{246} These unequal relationships make the latter more vulnerable to exploitation, which does not improve their well-being and safety.\textsuperscript{247} As mentioned above, many tricks, corroborated by prostituted persons’ accounts, admit that they often purchase persons for sex in order to have sex that others would refuse them (e.g., abusive or degrading sex).\textsuperscript{248} Existing evidence suggests that brothel management, bodyguards, or other third parties accept this dynamic as they often do not stop violence or unsafe sex, whether or not they actually can; instead, they tend to cover up violence and encourage unsafe sex.\textsuperscript{249} Hence, if third parties would truly prevent the sex in demand, business might be much more difficult for these third parties. The assertion voiced by these experts above suggesting that providing presumption of innocence to third-party profiteers in prostitution would reduce abuse is called into question by the numerous studies suggesting the exact opposite above.

\textit{F. The Evidence on Appeal to the Second and Third Instances}

The Court of Appeal’s decision to rely on the court of first instance’s findings is difficult to understand, as the Court of Appeal took the view that findings related to Canada’s prostitution laws were “in the nature of social and legislative facts,”\textsuperscript{250} and thus open to more scrutiny during appellate review than “adjudicative fact-finding,” e.g., findings related to whether a person was found to knowingly commit an act.\textsuperscript{251} By contrast, the Supreme

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{244} Whittaker & Hart, \textit{supra} note 83, at 403–11.
\item \textsuperscript{245} \textit{Id.} at para. 338.
\item \textsuperscript{246} \textit{See supra} Parts I.A, II.A.
\item \textsuperscript{247} \textit{See supra} Parts I.A, II.A.
\item \textsuperscript{248} \textit{See sources and explanations cited supra} note 82.
\item \textsuperscript{249} \textit{See, e.g., supra} notes 65–83, 103–153, 181–183 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{250} \textit{Bedford} (Ont. C.A.), \textit{supra} note 14, at para. 129.
\item \textsuperscript{251} \textit{Id.} at para. 127 (citing cases).
\end{itemize}
Court of Canada’s view was that the level of appellate scrutiny afforded to social and legislative facts would be the same as for adjudicative fact-finding, meaning only “palpable and overriding error in fact” should be considered. In any event, even as the Court of Appeal explicitly found that social and legislative facts are “not accorded the strong appellate deference given to adjudicative fact finding” it took the view that to “the extent that the application judge found the evidence of affiants in respect of specific events and occurrences credible or incredible, we defer to those findings absent some demonstrated flaw in them.” The Court of Appeal accordingly did not make its own review of the social science evidence, choosing instead to rely primarily on the court of first instance’s findings, taking the view that no flaw had been sufficiently demonstrated to challenge their validity; likewise, the Supreme Court of Canada did not find palpable and overriding error in the court of first instance’s review of facts. However, the analysis above demonstrates how the studies cited by the court of first instance were often incorrectly summarized, contained several serious flaws, or the court drew conclusions from the studies that were not possible to draw on basis of the studies’ data and methodology, nor from their explicit results. No reliable social science or expert evidence was presented in that court of first instance’s opinion showing that third parties contribute to reducing abuse, as opposed to contributing to the increase of harmful exploitation and unsafe sex. Research was sometimes misrepresented or accepted without understanding its methodological limitations to buttress hypothetical claims that legalizing third parties and indoor prostitution establishments increases the safety and well-being of prostituted people, when much good research unmistakably shows that it does not. Thus, the evidence did not demonstrably support the Court of Appeal’s findings for limiting the reach of the “living on the avails” provision and striking down the bawdy-house law—and it supported even less the Supreme Court of Canada’s decision to strike down both laws in their entirety.

In the context of the Bedford appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, it is worth looking at a newer study by public health scholars in British Columbia, published in June 2012 after the Court of Appeal’s decision was rendered. According to media reports, the lead counsel for the Bedford parties had invoked this study from British Columbia about a Vancouver...
housing program in his factum (brief) to the Supreme Court of Canada. Nevertheless, the study cannot be found in the final version of his factum as submitted to the Court, with four of the five studies cited by the Ontario Superior Court which are invoked again by respondents, or elsewhere—perhaps for good reasons. As will be shown below, this study exhibits problems of reliability and validity similar to those of the studies and opinions discussed above.

In this study, thirty-eight prostituted women and one transgendered person were interviewed and six focus groups were conducted in British Columbia. These prostituted persons were said to live in “unique, low-barrier, supportive housing programs for women [that] are functioning as unsanctioned indoor sex work environments . . . for marginalized sex workers with substance use issues.” The model policy for such buildings reportedly included only women among the residents, staff, and management. Thirty of the thirty-nine women surveyed had Aboriginal backgrounds, which is consistent with the literature that shows overrepresentation of First Nations women in Canadian prostitution. Their reported mean age was thirty-five, with a range from twenty-two to fifty-eight. The respondents' feelings of safety, which they attributed to certain features of the program, such as a staffed reception that registered visitors and camera surveillance, as well as proximity to supportive neighbors, there were also other benefits reported, such as the posting of a “bad-date” report at the reception, access to condoms, syringes, medication (including methadone and antiretroviral therapy), and regular visits by general practitioners, nurses, and mental health workers. The study reports no third-party presence in the form of pimps, bodyguards, drivers, booking agencies, or otherwise. However, female staff and local law enforcement were both present in order to provide support when tricks became aggressive. The police’s support in these situations was re-
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portedly welcomed by most women, though exceptions among the women existed; the minority views and experiences in these regards were not elaborated further by the authors.268 The cooperation with law enforcement might appear surprising when considering that the bawdy-house provisions could apply to these housing programs; those provisions hold, among other things, that anyone who, as “landlord, lessor, tenant, occupier, agent or otherwise having charge or control of any place, knowingly permits” it, or “any part thereof” for prostitution, is liable on a summary conviction.269

According to the authors’ interpretation of the prostituted women’s accounts, they suggested the program’s various supportive features gave the prostituted women more control in negotiating prices, types of sex, and other health or safety issues.270 However, just as the studies invoked in the lower courts could contain methodological biases, some stronger than others,271 this study presents a number of serious problems. Nowhere does the study show a sensitivity to the fact that, were the respondents to reveal problems with the programs, they could jeopardize their housing situation. Given that prostituted persons often are or have been homeless,272 the pressure could be strong to accentuate any positive features of actually having a place to live, or out of fear that revealing any negative features that would jeopardize their current housing situation. This potential source of bias is nowhere methodologically noticed or attempted to be countered, but may have skewed the prostituted persons’ responses toward positive reporting on the housing programs. However, “a minority” or “a few exceptions” are nonetheless said to hold views contrary to the majority in certain respects,273 but further information is limited. For instance, while most prostituted persons reportedly welcomed the reception’s identification of tricks and felt “able to count on staff and police for support in removing violent clients,” no further details about the women who held contrary views are reported.274 Did these other

268 Id. (discussing very briefly that “a minority” of women and “a few exceptions” held views contrary to the majority of respondents in certain respects).
270 Krüsi et al., supra note 33, at 1157.
271 See supra Part II.A–E.
272 See Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 43 tbl.2 (75% of 854 prostituted persons in nine countries reported “current or past homelessness”). Not surprisingly, studies report that many prostituted women have also been runaways, which is likely associated with homelessness during shorter or longer periods of time. See, e.g., Silbert & Pines, Entrance into Prostitution, supra note 32, at 485 (reporting over half of 200 juvenile and adult, current and former, prostituted women in San Francisco were runaways upon entering prostitution; over two-thirds of the current prostituted women were runaways; and 96% of prostituted juveniles were runaways); see also Bagley & Young, supra note 34, at 14 (three-quarters of thirty-six prostitution survivors were runaways due to family abuse by age sixteen, compared to none of forty-five community control women of similar age).
273 Krüsi et al., supra note 33, at 1156.
274 Id. A minority of respondents complained that identification of visitors obstructed them from bringing tricks to their apartments, as tricks may not have picture identification or want to avoid being made known to law enforcement, families, or partners. Id.
women say that staff and police were unsupportive or, as often reported in situations where prostitution has been legalized,275 unable to respond quickly enough? By contrast, the authors reported in greater detail the complaints from women on the street regarding regular police activity, which was also criticized by the prostituted persons in part for preventing them from bringing tricks to their apartments.276

Additionally, the authors never provide any information about the rent or other fees, such as a percentage of each trick, which the women may have had to pay, formally or informally, and to whom. Such information is crucial when assessing the immediate conditions of their prostitution, in order to know whether or not their conditions are exploitative or relatively supportive; i.e., whether their prostitution is as harmful, more harmful, or less harmful compared to other forms of prostitution. For example, pressures to make the “rent” may easily create incentives for unsafe sex practices that provide higher monetary rewards, as in the London apartments’ “maid system” brothels.277 Similarly, there is no information about the costs for the many health services said to exist on the housing sites,278 as compared to external providers. Considering the potential bias in reporting caused by the women’s concern for keeping their homes, complaints about third parties who might unduly exploit the delivery of such services as well as other forms of substantial support are not likely to be heard—unless, of course, the authors had actively and carefully inquired into such problems.279

Nothing more is said with respect to those “exceptions” who complained about the law enforcement’s involvement in removing violent tricks at the housing sites. Id. 275 See, e.g., supra notes 65–84 and accompanying text; see also Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 409 (“[T]hese women are subject to violence and . . . the presence of the maid has only a limited protective value.”).

276 Krüsi et al., supra note 33, at 1156–57.

277 See supra Part II.A.

278 See, e.g., Krüsi et al., supra note 33, at 1155 (mentioning “[a]ccess to health, prevention, and harm reduction resources,” such as “condoms, syringes, and other harm reduction paraphernalia” being “available on site,” and medication being “dispensed on site (including methadone and antiretroviral therapy),” without any account of the costs of these services).

279 There are several studies where prostituted persons have revealed that third parties in legal brothels exploit them by, e.g., imposing various fees and/or charging them for questionable services or extracting exorbitant rents. See, e.g., Kő, supra note 78, at 82–83 (noting requirements to “tip” shift managers in Nevada brothels, to pay for outside “errands” since prostituted persons are often not permitted outside, to pay for weekly medical exams, to pay percentages to cab drivers, and reporting a split of earnings with 20% going to the prostituted women); Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 19, 31 (reporting that Nevada brothels charge inflated prices for everything inside the brothels (e.g., food), impose high “fines” for changing contracts, and that 57% of 44 women admit they gave part or all of their earnings to external “pimps”); Whittaker & Hart, supra note 83, at 404–05 (reporting that before earning anything themselves, prostituted women in London, U.K., were charged daily rents by landlords from £120 to £250 in the mid-1990s for flats that could be used for prostitution, and they needed to pay a “maid” a daily wage of £30 to £60, as well as in some cases also pay up to £60 daily for advertisement that were placed regularly in phone boxes); Meyer et al., supra note 74 (reporting that prostituted Romanian women in Germany had to pay pimps approximately $1,100 per week for a bedroom without any furniture other than one bed
formation, which is needed to assess potential exploitation, is not available for the readers’ scrutiny, the study exhibits a low validity in its analysis of the housing program, particularly in answering the question to what extent the program contributes to the women’s sexual exploitation.

The authors’ interpretations of some of their respondents’ interviews further undermine the credibility of this study, as they often appear one-sided and do not take into account, or even discuss, completely contrary results documented in the literature. For instance, the authors asserted that “a few residents’ narratives also showed how a lack of formal sex industry regulations [e.g., unions] . . . can result in undercutting and competition for dates.” Such statements might appear reasonable were prostituted women to have an equal hand while bargaining with tricks and third parties. However, the evidence of their intrinsically unequal situation suggests they do not have such equal power generally. In fact, undercutting and competition is precisely what has been reported from jurisdictions with legal prostitution that do have a regulatory scheme, in part because brothels import foreign populations to meet the increased demand.

In contrast, in jurisdictions where purchasing sex is illegal but being bought for sex is not, in Sweden for example, there are no such large numbers of foreign prostituted women as there are in jurisdictions where both buying and selling sex is legal. Not surprisingly, some prostituted persons in Sweden say they had increased leverage in the mid-2000s when dealing with abusive tricks because the Swedish law was principally on their side. Similarly, persons who managed to

280 Krüsi et al., supra note 33, at 1158.

281 See supra Parts I, II.A.

282 See, e.g., Sullivan, supra note 65, at 7 (reporting pressure by brothels in Victoria, Australia, to accept abusive tricks due to increased competition since legalization);

Meyer et al., supra note 76 (reporting dropping prices, riskier conditions, and increased competition in Germany since legalization, in part due to an influx of foreign women). Consistent with observations of large foreign populations in jurisdictions with legal prostitution, in 1994 and 1995 the Amsterdam police estimated that approximately 75% of all prostituted persons “behind windows in the Red Light district, De Wallen, were foreigners and that 80% of all foreign prostitutes are in the country illegally.” Gerben J. N. Bruinsma & Guus Meershoek, Organized Crime and Trafficking in Women from Eastern Europe in the Netherlands, in ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION AND COMMERCIAL SEX: THE NEW SLAVE TRADE 105, 107 (Phil Williams ed., 1999). More recent reports suggest that over 75% of Amsterdam’s 8,000 to 11,000 prostituted persons are from Eastern Europe, Africa and Asia. Simons, supra note 71, at A10.


284 Socialstyrelsen [SoS] [NAT’L BD. OF HEALTH AND WELFARE], SWED. GOV’T, PROSTITUTION IN SWEDEN 2003 34 (2004), archived at http://perma.cc/0WJmQ1N (mentioning prostituted persons who reportedly “dared to file rape complaints against clients, thanks to the law against purchasing sex which, in these cases, has been a source of strength and support”).

that was shared by four women, and that rooms for prostituted women in Nuremberg where other prostituted women work and live cost approximately $70 to $220 per day) (dollars converted from euros).
escape prostitution in Sweden said the law made escaping easier for them because the law had moved the stigma of prostitution to the tricks who exploited them, which provided feelings of empowerment to survivors.285

Moreover, the Vancouver study included worrisome methodological flaws, which, as discussed above, are common in this field: there is no account of who was in the room or otherwise overheard the conversations or had access to the recordings and transcriptions.286 Considering the specific situation of respondents here, where they might risk homelessness if the study was to reveal serious problems with the housing programs, this lack of methodological care is troubling. Similarly, the study did not employ persons with actual experience in prostitution as interviewers of prostituted persons,287 a strategy that could increase trust among respondents.288 These flaws can militate against the ability of the subjects to reveal sensitive and incriminating information critical of the sex industry.289 The primary result of the study’s methodological deficiencies is that its finding that respondents expressed feelings of safety and attributed them to the housing program are far less reliable, and thus less useful for legal purposes.

The Vancouver study presents many validity problems. First, the respondents’ dependency on their current housing is not countered or analyzed for whether or not it could affect their responses, and if so, how. Second, no procedures are accounted for that might have secured the trust among interviewees or confidentiality of the interview process. Third, interpretations are at times one-sided while important counter-evidence documented in the literature in parallel situations is ignored. Fourth, crucial questions were not asked about potential exploitation and disincentives for safe sex. The unreliable information presented in this study counters neither the compelling evidence documenting the exploitation and damage that endemically occurs in prostitution,290 nor the conclusion that it becomes no less exploitative or harmful when legalized and moved indoors.291

The Vancouver study above exhibits several typical methodological problems of validity that other studies of legal indoor prostitution with third
Several other findings with similar methodological problems are reported in the literature, as when a recent comment asserted that abusive and destitute preconditions are a less common cause for entering prostitution among those who are prostituted indoors, as distinguished from “street” prostitution. Such a claim appears more unlikely when considering that numerous studies show that many people in prostitution are prostituted both indoors and outdoors during their lives. This means that distinguishing between populations indoors and outdoors, based on the preconditions of poverty and abuse (i.e., events happening before they even enter prostitution, e.g., childhood abuse and neglect), seems less likely to yield significant differences. Additional evidence suggests that prostitution indoors and outdoors is generally equally harmful. ‘Taken together, the individuals’ shifting of venue over time and the generally equally harmful conditions among indoor and outdoor venues suggest a lower likelihood of preconditions correlating with venue except in exceptional cases. Not surprisingly, only two empirical studies were relied on to suggest otherwise by the commentator in question. Both studies used poor and unreliable data, failed to meet reliable scholarly standards in general—e.g., one had no control groups from street prostitution and contained a very large missing response rate—and featured many of the particular problems that appear in the methodology of prostitution research. Such facts should caution the reader whenever prostitution studies purport to show low levels of abuse or trauma.

292 See supra Part II.A–E.
293 Ronald Weitzer, Sociology of Sex Work, 35 ANN. REV. SOC. 213, 219 (2009) (“Childhood abuse (neglect, violence, incest) is part of the biography of some prostitutes, though it is more common among street workers.”).
294 See supra note 55.
295 See supra notes 46–56, 72 and accompanying text.
297 When comparing different studies the lack of a control group makes it very difficult to account for the bias of specifics, such as interviewers and their techniques, geographic location, population samples, survey wordings, and other particulars.
298 The first of the two studies invoked to support these claims did not survey any women in street prostitution—only “call girls” (i.e., escort prostitution), with women in brothels as a “control group.” See Perkins & Lovejoy, supra note 296, at 10. The authors estimated that a population of about 500 call girls existed in the Sydney area. Id. at 7–8. Accordingly, they found 304 listed numbers in the Yellow Pages for call girls, some belonging to single operators and some belonging to groups of two to four call girls. Id. at 7. Half of the 304 calls were unanswered, but since some calls found groups of operators on a single line, a higher number of 242 women were eventually contacted, then visited by appointment in order to be provided the questionnaire. Id. at 7, 161. Alternatively, for those residing in “country towns,” the questionnaire was mailed with a stamped return-addressed envelope. Id. at 161. From the country towns, “nearly all” questionnaires were returned, but not from those who were visited by appointment. Id. Thus, the “ultimate sample” of received questionnaires was comprised only of 95 call girls. Id. Considering the authors estimated population of 500 call girls in the Sydney area that were associated individually or in groups to the 304 listed telephone numbers in the Yellow Pages, id. at
III. BEDFORD EXPOSES PERSONS TO EXPLOITATION AND PROTECTS THEIR EXPLOITERS

A. AVAILS AND BAWDY-HOUSE LAWS INTEGRAL TO COMPREHENSIVE ANTI-TRAFFICKING FRAMEWORK

The bawdy-house and avails provisions helped facilitate Canada’s fight against sex trafficking, as explained more below, even though the word “trafficking” itself was not included in the statutes. The Ontario Court of Appeal acknowledged this fact when interpreting the legislative objectives of the bawdy-house laws to be “safeguarding public health and safety.” That court observed that these objectives animated the legislative history in the late 19th and early 20th centuries of both the bawdy-house and “living on the avails” provisions, evidenced by the legislature’s emphasis on the “pressing social problem of so-called ‘white slavery.’” The term “white slavery” refers to an abusive form of prostitution that was always thought of as involving unscrupulous pimps; indeed it is a historically-specific refer-

7–8, their data represent less than 20% of their sample. Id. at 7-8, 161. The study presents no analysis of what causes may lie behind why over 80% in their sample did not or could not respond. Moreover, no information regarding non-response rates or other sampling problems is provided regarding the brothel “control group” of 124 persons. Id. at 10, 161. There could be particularly important sources of bias here, e.g., if only the least vulnerable persons responded while those prostituted under worse conditions decided not to participate. If this is the case, it would provide an erroneous representation of the sample as a whole. By contrast, when a Swedish survey on attitudes to prostitution had a missing response rate of 54.6%, the researchers spent almost two pages of their article’s method section to discuss potential biases and to make comparisons with three earlier similar survey studies and other research just to validate the findings. See Jari Kuo-

manen, Attitudes and Perceptions about Legislation Prohibiting the Purchase of Sexual Services in Sweden, 14 EUR. J. SOC. WORK 247, 251–52 (2011). Altogether there can thus be a very serious sampling bias at work in the Australian survey, which may make results incomparable to other studies in general, and studies including street prostitution in particular, as there is no control group from the streets to begin with in this study. The second citation directs the reader to a study of a Bristol sample of 71 prostituted women in massage parlors compared to an equal number on the streets. Jeal & Salisbury, supra note 296, at 875. The parlor respondents likely would have realized that a negative survey could implicate their employer’s activity, cf. supra Part II.A–D, a situation not present among the street sample. Nonetheless, the two Bristol authors did not mention how they approached such problems of bias among respondents. Nor did they use interviewers with previous experience from prostitution, as others have done in order to better secure the trust of the respondents. See supra notes 96–98 and accompanying text. There is thus a potential for bias in this survey as well as it is in the Australian case above. The Bristol survey did, however, raise concerns that “[t]he small sample size for each group may mean that important differences have not reached significance.” Jeal & Salisbury, supra note 296, at 879.

299 Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 192.
300 Id. at para. 202; see also SPECIAL COMM. ON PORNOGRAPHY AND PROSTITUTION IN CANADA, supra note 32, at 403–04 (mentioning a legislative concern to protect women and girls from the “scourges of ‘white slavery’” during late 19th and early 20th centuries, which introduced provisions such as “living on the avails” in the criminal code together with the bawdy-house law and led to other “legislation designed both to rehabilitate prostitutes and to prevent children opting for that way of life”).
ence to prostitution understood as a form of slavery tantamount to the North American domestic equivalent to what the term sex trafficking often means in popular discourse today.\footnote{See, e.g., Sheila Jeffreys, The Idea of Prostitution 8–15, 23 (1997), who shows how “white slavery” appeared as a code word for explicitly coercive prostitution in the turn of the 20th century debates, typically perceived as international cross-jurisdictional prostitution rather than domestic prostitution. Such a perception is similar to how “trafficking” is understood in contemporary popular discourse, even though it is a legally incorrect mischaracterization. See, e.g., Royal Canadian Mounted Police, supra note 7, at 41 (complaining about how media “contributed to the sensationalism and general misinterpretation between human trafficking and human smuggling”); Max Waltman, Prohibiting Sex Purchasing and Ending Trafficking: The Swedish Prostitution Law, 33 Mich. J. Int’l L. 133, 133–35 (2011) (noting that law students conflated international “kidnapping” with “trafficking”).} The court further observed that the “concept of public health and safety” was “wide enough to encompass measures that target human trafficking and child exploitation, both of which may tragically arise through the operation of bawdy-houses.”\footnote{Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 193. As noted above, see supra note 40, a majority of all prostituted women seem to have been prostituted for the first time before passing the age of majority, which in those cases could constitute child sexual exploitation.} By thus noting the links between children who are ruthlessly exploited in the sex industry and pernicious trafficking networks, and by acknowledging that brothels are often the destination of persons who are trafficked for sex,\footnote{Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 195 (“Frequently, police investigating residential bawdy-houses have found vulnerable women brought in from abroad or underage girls working as prostitutes. The appellants’ witnesses gave evidence that bawdy-houses are often an integral part of human trafficking syndicates where victims are trained and housed, and then transported elsewhere for the purpose of sexual exploitation.”).} the court observed that the bawdy-house prohibition can be used to target traffickers and sexual exploiters, even though the statutory wording does not explicitly refer to them: “The fact that there are specific provisions that also deal with these alarming social problems does not mean that Parliament cannot rely on more general measures such as the bawdy-house provisions to combat them.”\footnote{Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 193 (citing R. v. Malmo-Levine, 2003 SCC 74, [2003] 3 S.C.R. 571, para. 137 (Gonthier and Binnie, J.J.) (Can.) (holding that, in a case concerning marijuana, “[o]ne type of legal control to prevent harm,” such as restrictions for driving while intoxicated, “does not logically oust other potential forms of legal control” per se).}

Other Canadian jurisprudence makes clear that while the bawdy-house and avails provisions were originally passed to fight what was at times termed “white slavery,” their legislative objective can be inferred “through the impact produced by the operation and application of the legislation.”\footnote{R. v. Big M. Drug Mart Ltd., [1985] 1 S.C.R. 295, 331 (Dickson, J., for the majority) (5-1) (Can.).} In this light, the “ultimate impact” of the bawdy-house and avails provisions “are clearly linked, if not indivisible”\footnote{Id.} from the purpose of the trafficking laws, because they combat interconnected social scourges. The combination of such contemporaneous concerns and the effects of the legislation today

\footnote{301 See, e.g., SHEILA J EFFREYS, THE IDEA OF PROSTITUTION 8–15, 23 (1997), who shows how “white slavery” appeared as a code word for explicitly coercive prostitution in the turn of the 20th century debates, typically perceived as international cross-jurisdictional prostitution rather than domestic prostitution. Such a perception is similar to how “trafficking” is understood in contemporary popular discourse, even though it is a legally incorrect mischaracterization. See, e.g., ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE, supra note 7, at 41 (complaining about how media “contributed to the sensationalism and general misinterpretation between human trafficking and human smuggling”); MAX WALTMAN, PROHIBITING SEX PURCHASING AND ENDING TRAFFICKING: THE SWEDISH PROSTITUTION LAW, 33 MICH. J. INT’L L. 133, 133–35 (2011) (noting that law students conflated international “kidnapping” with “trafficking”).}
meant that the “legislative objectives” of the bawdy-house laws were not “arbitrary”—a fact acknowledged by the Ontario Court of Appeal in Bedford.307 Rather, as recognized by the court, their purposes were rationally related to a legitimate objective of fighting trafficking and child exploitation, even though the explicit legislative history might also imply the more old-fashioned concern for “combating neighborhood disruption or disorder.”308 As the court further noted, in connection with human trafficking and child exploitation,309 public health and safety are concepts “capable of evolving without violating the prohibition against shifting purpose.”310

Surprisingly, nowhere in the opinion of the Supreme Court of Canada is the Ontario Court of Appeal’s analysis of the bawdy-house laws’ objectives to fight trafficking noticed; that objective is neither rejected, nor recognized. Although “public health and safety” are abstract objectives mentioned in passing by the Supreme Court,311 the more concrete objective of sex trafficking prevention never is. Trafficking is thus effectively ignored in favor of a much more limited objective to “prevent community harms in the nature of nuisance,” or to deter “community disruption,” invoked by the Supreme Court when striking down the bawdy-house law.312 The Supreme Court’s disregard for trafficking is further contrasted by the Ontario Court of Appeal, that, when deciding to strike down the bawdy-house prohibition as applied to prostitution, implied that other laws “that deal directly with the critical issue of human trafficking” would be sufficient protection.313 However, as

---

307 Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 196.
308 Id. at para. 192.
309 See supra note 302 and accompanying quoted text.
310 Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 193 (citing R. v. Butler, [1992] 1 S.C.R. 452, 496–97 (Can.) (holding that the harms to society of undue exploitation of sex in printed and other expressive materials was capable of evolving beyond a concept of “public morality” to a modern standard of dignity and gender equality)).
311 Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at para. 152.
312 Id. at paras. 131, 136.
313 Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at para. 217. Apart from citing Canada’s trafficking provisions, id. at para. 217 n.13 (citing Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, §§ 279.01, 279.011, 279.02 (Can.)), the court also cited a few prostitution regulations in the criminal code that were not challenged in Bedford, for instance “procuring” a person to “become” a prostituted person or “an inmate of a bawdy-house,” or “concealing” persons in bawdy-houses. Id. (citing Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 212(1)(c)–(e) (Can.)). Such provisions appear to target those who are expressly coerced, deceived, or procured without previously having been in prostitution—persons who in popular discourse are generally perceived as “innocent” victims when being exploited for sex. Cf. Andrea Dworkin, Prostitution and Male Supremacy, 1 MICH. J. GENDER & L. 1, 3 (1993) (questioning whether “gang rape” is inherently different from prostitution, because it is perceived as entailing an “innocent woman” being “taken by surprise” when a contrasting perspective could be that prostituted women are “taken by surprise over and over” again, where the only relevant differences are that her gang rape “is punctuated by a money exchange”); Waltman, supra note 301, at 133–35 (describing how law students conflated international “kidnapping” with “trafficking” in a symposium panel title, implying that trafficking by default must be international and include an element of kidnapping). By contrast to the laws that were invalidated by Bedford, the procuring and concealing offenses do not target third-party profiteers who exploit prostituted persons who have been in prostitution for a while, have PTSD, and wish to leave
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explained further below, trafficking laws are more difficult to apply effectively, which makes it imperative to retain laws that actually work against the realities of sex trafficking, such as the bawdy-house and avails provisions. To understand the problems of tackling trafficking without the two latter provisions, it is necessary to outline how trafficking is defined internationally at present, and then to analyze the obstacles to addressing trafficking as implemented in Canadian law compared with the bawdy-house and avails provisions.

The internationally and widely ratified definition of “trafficking” is found in the United Nation’s Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons (“Palermo Protocol”), which entered into force on December 25, 2003. There are currently 164 countries, including Canada, China, Sweden, and the U.S., among others, who have adopted this definition. The definition includes, among other things, “the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability . . . for the purpose of exploitation” by any third party. In the legislative history (travaux préparatoires), “position of vulnerability” has been further defined as “any situation in which the person involved has no real and acceptable alternative but to submit to the abuse involved.” According to the protocol, consent is irrelevant in all such situations. In light of the empirical evidence that suggests that an overwhelming majority of persons in prostitution want to escape it but cannot, the Palermo Protocol definition of trafficking includes prostitution where third parties are involved, even in legalized settings. This position has been

but cannot. See, e.g., Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 44, 47–48, 51, 56 (among 854 prostituted persons in nine countries, 89% explicitly said they wanted to escape prostitution, and the severity of PTSD found in the two-thirds of the prostituted persons who did have PTSD was in the same range as treatment-seeking Vietnam veterans, battered women seeking shelter, or refugees fleeing from state-organized torture).


Palermo Protocol, supra note 314, art. 3(a).


See, e.g., Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 56 (finding among 785 prostituted persons in nine countries that 89% explicitly said they wished to leave); see also supra Part I.

See Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 27 tbl.1, who addressed this issue by asking prostituted women in legal brothels (as opposed to prostitution generally) whether they wanted to escape prostitution, and found that 81% of the 45 respondents wished to leave, despite that many respondents were subject to surveillance by listening devices and responded in whispers. Id. at 24.
taken by the U.N.’s Trafficking Rapporteur in 2006.\footnote{Report of the Special Rapporteur on the Human Rights Aspects of the Victims of Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, 66th Sess., Jan.–Feb. 2005, ¶ 42, U.N. Doc E/CN.4/2006/62 (Feb. 20, 2006) (submitted by Sigma Huda) [hereinafter 2006 U.N. Trafficking Report] (reporting that “prostitution as actually practised in the world usually does satisfy the elements of trafficking”).} The Rapporteur also took the view that the “abuse of power” and a position of vulnerability in the trafficking context “must be understood to include power disparities based on gender, race, ethnicity and poverty.”\footnote{Id. ¶ 42.} Indeed, as discussed above, gender, race, ethnicity, and poverty intersect in prostitution so that women, particularly poor women, minorities, or those of color, are overrepresented.\footnote{See supra notes 32–43 and accompanying text; see also Catharine A. MacKinnon, Trafficking, Prostitution, and Inequality, 46 Harv. C.R.-C.L. L. Rev. 271, 276–81 (2011).} In line with the U.N. Rapporteur’s comments, those who “traffic” persons for sexual purposes are abusing the power they gain relative to the pre-existing vulnerabilities of the trafficked persons, including such pre-existing vulnerabilities that are linked to multiple disadvantages that can include belonging to LGBT populations. Exploiting people who are so vulnerable seems just to be another name for pimping; hence, trafficking and pimping are the same.\footnote{See Harvey Schwartz et al., Pimp Subjugation of Women by Mind Control, in PROSTITUTION AND TRAFFICKING IN NEVADA: MAKING THE CONNECTIONS, supra note 4, at 49–84, for an illuminating account of pimping based on three different cases, where men pimped women into prostitution with different amounts and forms of coercion along a continuum: overt force on one end,\textit{id.} at 75–80, exploitation of persons’ inequality and lack of equal alternatives due to racism, sexism, or poverty (class) on the other end. \textit{Id.} at 70–75.}

The key insights of international trafficking law, its history, and its evolving doctrine as informed by all the empirical investigations of the last half century do not seem to be applied in practice, even in ratifying countries such as Canada. If it were, pimps and profiteers in the sex industry could be charged for trafficking. Despite the fact that Canada ratified the Palermo Protocol,\footnote{See Palermo Protocol, supra note 314,\textit{ signed by Canada Dec. 14, 2000, 2002 Can. T.S. No. 25 (ratified May 13, 2002, entered into force Sept. 29, 2003), record archived at http://perma.cc/7G8W-5E9T.} neither its criminal code trafficking law nor its related statutory provisions contain “the abuse of a . . . position of vulnerability” as it is worded in the Protocol.\footnote{Palermo Protocol, supra note 314, art. 3(a).} Canada’s trafficking provision instead prohibits “exploitation.”\footnote{Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 279.01.} Exploitation under the trafficking statute entails that someone causes another person “to provide, or offer to provide, labour or a service by engaging in conduct that, in all the circumstances, could reasonably be expected to cause the other person to believe that their safety or the safety of a person known to them would be threatened if they failed to provide, or offer to provide, the labour or service.”\footnote{Id. § 279.04(1) (emphasis added).} Sex trafficking by this definition is
a situation in which a third party exploits someone’s prostitution because they threatened that person’s safety, or the safety of a person known to the person who is exploited. By contrast, sex trafficking according to the travaux préparatoires of the Palermo Protocol can be a situation in which a third party abuses someone’s position of vulnerability, which may include the exploitation of a person’s lack of alternatives to prostitution. Such a position of vulnerability appears to harbor a more inclusive definition of trafficking than exploiting a threat to someone’s safety (unless being prostituted is regarded as a threat to the person’s safety in itself).

It would have been preferable if Canada had retained the exact wordings in the Palermo Protocol definition of trafficking in its domestic law if to capture all behavior included under the Protocol’s definition. However, the Canadian Criminal Code further suggests certain “factors” that courts may consider in order to facilitate their interpretation of what constitutes an exploitation of threats: these could include whether there was an “abuse” of “a position of trust, power or authority.” Consistent with the U.N. Trafficking Rapporteur’s view above of power as including disparities based on gender, race, ethnicity, and poverty, Canada’s reference to the “abuse of power” may describe what most men who are buying women in prostitution are doing, given the many forms of power they exert over the women they buy—economic, racial, often age, and fundamentally gender-based. This dimension of the Canadian trafficking definition has potential to cover a lot of prostitution, hand in hand with the existing bawdy-house and avails provisions that ought to have been upheld. Such an inclusive definition is also consistent with Canada’s constitutional commitment to promote substantive equality for groups such as prostituted persons who are suffering social, political and legal disadvantages in society, and would therefore benefit to be covered by the legal protections afforded those who are recognized as being trafficked.
The evidence of what prostitution tends to look like when third parties exploit people in prostitution might appear sufficient to secure a legal trafficking conviction, hence to put the perpetrators behind bars and provide the survivors with restitution and support as victims of crime. However, a report on trafficking published by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in 2010 found that prostituted persons often changed their previous testimonies when their cases were brought to court, or even refused to participate altogether as the benefits appeared “so minute” compared with the risks of re-victimization by their former pimps. Those who are victimized by trafficking for sexual exploitation are typically concerned not only with their own safety but that of their families as well; or they fear public exposure and stigma and may suffer from PTSD and other traumatic sequelae that make testifying difficult. Moreover, foreign persons often feel a compelling need to earn more money to send home, so may be unwilling to testify and lose the only source of income they have. These problems amounted to critical obstacles, according to the report, because many cases rested “almost solely on the witness to reliably testify against the accused in court.” Although legal proceedings could be made more witness-friendly, giving the survivors a voice, the report suggested that many investigations relied too heavily on testimonies by prostituted persons, failing to make use of alternative evidence, becoming reactive rather than proactive in the situation.

is controlling rather than textual interpretations on basis of other provisions in the criminal code that are not necessarily meant to be read together.

R See supra Part I–II.

R For documentation about the extremely high post traumatic stress disorder symptoms among prostituted persons, the consequences for their ability to exit prostitution, and the evidence from controlled studies showing that other causes are less likely to cause the symptoms than prostitution per se (e.g., violence, childhood abuse, or legal status), see supra notes 45–53 and accompanying text.

R Royal Canadian Mounted Police, supra note 7, at 38.

R Id.

R See, e.g., id. at 13, 16, 38–40 (quotations).

R Id. at 38–40. Considering a prosecution under the Palermo Protocol’s definition of trafficking, the research presented here, if used as evidence, would readily corroborate a position of vulnerability for most persons in prostitution, suggesting that they would not be in prostitution if they had any other real and acceptable alternative. See supra notes 34–64 and accompanying text. If investigators secured PTSD assessments of every plaintiff from licensed psychologists, as was done in a British case decided in 2010, the connections with the literature would be further substantiated. See AT v. Dulgheriu, [2009] EWHC (QB) 225, [16], [21], [29], [34] (Eng.) (citing, inter alia, a report from Dr. Monica Thompson, a single joint expert). The research already shows how prostitution predicts PTSD symptoms among many persons, as distinguished from other external predictors of PTSD. See supra notes 45–53 and accompanying text. An individual assessment would show whether a plaintiff is typical of those who are exploited and harmed by prostitution, and subject to exploitation as defined under the Palermo Protocol definition of trafficking. Similar standardized protocols of best practices could include any other tangible documentation of harm or coercive preconditions (e.g., physical symptoms or personal biographies of social hardship, childhood abuse or neglect). Together with the other evidence, these might corroborate an assessment of whether or not the person had a real and acceptable alternative to prostitution. All of these investigative procedures would
With a lack of robust preliminary investigations that also use alternative evidence, it is not surprising that the Royal Canadian Mounted Police’s report found that when there was no cooperation from victims in pursuing a trafficking prosecution, law enforcement were often “left with the option of laying other charges or sometimes no charge at all.” Accordingly, “[i]n most human trafficking investigations that resulted in charges, prostitution-related charges were also laid against the accused.” Hence, the bawdy-house and avails provisions are regularly used in trafficking cases to secure a legal charge when trafficking, for a range of reasons, has become difficult to prove, which it often or even usually is. For instance, under the avails provision, there is typically only a need to prove that someone “lives with or is habitually in the company of a prostitute” to assume that they live on the “avails” from the prostitution of others, in contrast to trafficking laws that include additional required elements to apply in prostitution, including a “threat” against the prostituted person’s “safety,” or against someone’s safety that s/he knows, that was reasonably known to the prostituted person herself/himself. No such requirements exist under the avails provision. Moreover, successful prosecution under the avails provision generally does not require testimony by prostituted persons against their former pimps, who would typically abuse prostituted persons’ fear of retribution. The Supreme Court referred to this fact when upholding the avails provision against challenges and supporting a reversal of the criminal burden of proof, creating a presumption that an individual is “living on the avails” whenever he or she, for instance, is habitually in company with a prostituted person.

Similarly, as the bawdy-house laws create criminal liability when someone “keeps,” “controls,” or knowingly “permits” a place to be used for prostitution, the bawdy-house provisions facilitate prosecuting traffickers who are otherwise creative in avoiding revealing financial transactions or other evidence that would incur liability under the avails provision, or activ-

benefit immensely from assistance from real survivors, as they have been found competent in acquiring the trust of prostituted persons when dealing with similar matters. See supra notes 96–98 and accompanying text. Recruitment and consultation of these survivors could be facilitated through credible NGOs, for example, via the international umbrella organization Sex Trafficking Survivors United (STSU), and referred to by government lawyers in prostitution-related investigations. In a recent letter to the White House, this umbrella organization accounted for 177 survivor signatories and twenty one independent survivor-led NGOs (including eight NGOs that were run by nine of the STSU board members), as well as hundreds of additional signatures from NGOs and various knowledgeable individuals. Letter from Sex Trafficking Survivors United to President Barack Obama, The White House (May 20, 2013), archived at http://perma.cc/UGSV-H29G.
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ties that would otherwise suggest trafficking.\textsuperscript{346} In short, the bawdy-house and avails provisions create a \textit{change in presumptions} which benefits prostituted persons who are victimized by pimps, in contrast to the trafficking law, which proceeds from the assumption that pimps are innocent until proven guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. The documented difficulties in applying trafficking laws, short of their reform, make it all the more important to retain laws that work more effectively.

B. \textit{Bawdy-House Laws Are Demonstrably Effective in Combatting Sex Trafficking, Hence Erroneously Found Overbroad}

Because of their relatively simpler design and wider scope of application compared to trafficking laws, the bawdy-house provisions are among the most effective tools of all Canadian laws against exploitation in the sex industry. They hold that “[e]veryone who keeps a common bawdy-house” for prostitution is liable to imprisonment (at maximum two years).\textsuperscript{347} It is even enough to convict a third party for a summary offense if they were “found, without lawful excuse, in a common bawdy-house,” or if acting “as owner, landlord, lessor, tenant, occupier, agent or otherwise having charge or control of any place, [they] knowingly permit[ ] the place or any part thereof to be let or used for the purposes of a common bawdy-house.”\textsuperscript{348} Alternatively, someone may incur such liability “who knowingly takes, transports, directs, or offers to take, transport or direct, any other person to a common bawdy-house.”\textsuperscript{349} An “owner, landlord or lessor” who, after having been served with a notice that others were convicted on their premises, fails to take “all reasonable steps to prevent the recurrence of the offence,” also becomes liable for keeping “a common bawdy-house” with the possibility of imprisonment at a maximum of two years.\textsuperscript{350}

The effectiveness of the bawdy-house laws in fighting sex trafficking is evident when prosecuting pimps who both psychologically intimidate prostituted persons and hide behind various legitimate business facades. As observed by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police report, even when traffickers use fronts such as “massage parlours,” though they “offer illicit services,” they are usually found with “valid business licenses, offering services like ‘acupuncture’ or ‘aromatherapy’ and performed by licensed masseuses.”\textsuperscript{351} Apparently in these cases, the tricks are only charged for the legitimate services, while the sexual purchase is made to appear as something that was “offered” by the masseuse (who in reality is pimped) at her or his discretion.

\textsuperscript{346} See infra notes 347–356 and accompanying text discussing application of bawdy-house laws.
\textsuperscript{347} Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 210(1) (Can.).
\textsuperscript{348} Id. § 210(2)(b)–(c).
\textsuperscript{349} Id. § 211.
\textsuperscript{350} Id. § 210(1), (3), (4).
\textsuperscript{351} ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE, supra note 7, at 11.
or, alternatively, as something that happened without the house knowing about it. Apart from making it difficult to secure evidence to apply the trafficking laws, such practices even make “living on the avails” (i.e., living economically from someone else’s prostitution or being habitually in the company of a prostituted person) harder to enforce; when there is no financial transaction or other visible proof that can be documented between the prostituted person and the third party without testimony, there is no clear evidence to incur liability under the avails provision. Moreover, Canadian police found that owner-operators are “well-versed in loopholes of municipal by-laws and licensing that regulates therapeutic establishments” where sex trafficking may occur. While exotic dance clubs, or strip clubs, for instance, have been associated with trafficking for many years, and are far from therapeutic even in pretense, they do not explicitly endorse prostitution on the premises but rather turn a blind eye to its existence. In other words, when pimps make it difficult to apply trafficking laws, or laws against “living on the avails,” the bawdy-house provisions seem to help law enforcement take some form of legal action ensuring that traffickers do not hide behind an alternative legitimate facade or otherwise abuse their social power to suppress necessary evidence without accountability for their exploitation of people in prostitution. The bawdy-house provisions thus work in tandem with trafficking laws and laws against prostitution, such as the avails provision, with a shared objective: to fight and deter trafficking and sexual exploitation of human beings—an objective that the Court of Appeal for Ontario associated with the bawdy-house laws. Law enforcement witnesses in Bedford testified that bawdy-house provisions are important tools in human trafficking investigations in Canada.

In light of the Ontario Court of Appeal’s analysis above of the compelling legislative objective of the bawdy-house provisions to combat sex trafficking and child exploitation, one might wonder why the court invalidated these laws, as they are demonstrably more effective than the more burdensome trafficking provisions. The Court of Appeal clearly recognized that trafficking laws to prevent harm do not by themselves exclude alternative legal measures, such as the bawdy-house provisions. However,
the court believed the latter were “overbroad”—even “grossly disproportionate” to serve this purpose.  Accordingly, it was said that bawdy-house laws “prevent prostitutes from taking the basic safety precaution of moving indoors to locations under their control,” and that the bawdy-house laws “dramatically impact on prostitutes’ security of the person.”  To support these conclusions, the Court of Appeal relied, inter alia, on one of the respondents’ experts in the court of first instance, quoted above, who implied that the brothel-system with “maids” in London apartments improved safety for prostituted women. However, a study of those London brothels (one that was even mentioned by the court of first instance) showed a situation harboring considerable exploitation, with unanimous accounts from all prostituted women who were interviewed, entailing that “other” women in those apartments practiced unsafe sex when being offered more money to do so. Similar findings have been shown in other studies on legal forms of prostitution where, as mentioned previously, brothel management appear either more interested in the money from tricks than the women’s safety, or they simply cannot interact quickly and efficiently to stop the violence.

In the Supreme Court of Canada, which also found the bawdy-house provisions overbroad, the same expert’s affidavit was cited again to support an undocumented claim that a now defunct brothel in Vancouver, with the picturesque name “Grandma’s House,” had been “established to support street workers . . . at about the same time as fears were growing that a serial killer was prowling the streets . . . materialized in the notorious Robert Pickton.” No independent investigation or research has been cited, either by the courts or the respondents for Bedford suggesting that this brothel did effectively protect prostituted persons who were otherwise operating on the streets (as opposed to already operating indoors). Nor has it been similarly shown that this brothel did not exploit vulnerable persons for financial gain or otherwise, increasing unsafe and abusive sex as research shows that indoor establishments often tend to do. Here it should be considered that the court of first instance could not cite even five social science studies that reliably showed that brothels by themselves generally reduce abuse and unsafe sex. A sixth study of a housing program in Vancouver that resembles for driving while intoxicated, “does not logically oust other potential forms of legal control”).
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the purported description of Grandma’s House above, in the sense of allowing prostitution on premises, similarly lacked reliable information, and was apparently excluded from the respondent’s briefs in the Supreme Court of Canada. 369 The assumption that Grandma’s House was a benign source of empowerment during a time when an admittedly dangerous individual sexual predator roamed the streets is built entirely on one expert’s unverified affidavit—a weak link in an otherwise unreliable chain of evidence supporting the invalidation of Canada’s laws against brothels on the alleged grounds that they were overbroad.

Following their acceptance of the empirical evidence from the court below, which is criticized in this Article, the Ontario Court of Appeal analyzed doctrines related to the balancing of conflicting constitutional imperatives when laws may be regarded as overbroad, arbitrary, or grossly disproportional with respect to Canada’s 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms’ guarantee of “life, liberty and security of the person.” 370 The Supreme Court of Canada also made a similar doctrinal analysis, 371 though the Court applied it slightly differently on the three provisions it invalidated. However, these two courts’ discussions of these doctrinal concepts rest entirely on the assumptions adopted in the trial court’s review of the empirical evidence, where it was found that third parties in indoor prostitution would improve the safety of prostituted persons, as opposed to increase their exploitation without necessarily making meaningful safety improvements. As seen above, the five strongest social science studies according to the court contained serious methodological flaws or were misinterpreted by the court and thus could not reliably show such an effect. Given the position of vulnerability of the majority of prostituted persons, who typically have several pre-existing problems related to poverty, childhood abuse and neglect as well as other social disadvantages, 372 they would not appear to be in a position to negotiate with equal power as the third party businesses who might benefit from their prostitution. Considering their unequal bargaining positions, it would be surprising if the courts’ conclusions that third parties may improve safety without exploiting the prostituted persons’ vulnerable situations were reliably and demonstrably supported by social science studies. A dissenting appellate judge in British Columbia argued against allowing a similar wholesale challenge to the prostitution laws in that jurisdiction as the one brought in Bedford on a related rationale, that courts are institutionally incompetent to adequately assess social and legislative evidence on issues such as prostitution:

Courts are not legislatures, nor are they commissions of inquiry. Courts lack the institutional capacity to explore issues that

369 See supra Part II.F.
370 Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, supra note 18, § 7.
371 See, e.g., Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at paras. 96–123.
372 See supra Part I.A.
are not directly relevant to the questions that they must decide. . . .
They are unable to conduct investigations on their own, and, with
limited exceptions, are completely reliant on the parties to provide
evidence.373

Perhaps this is overly conservative. One might think that courts should be
able to assess social and legislative evidence accurately, including from
scholarly studies on contested social issues, even though some judges or
panels may fail. Attesting to the relatively contested nature of the Bedford
decisions, the courts’ decisions also appear to be inconsistent with the rea-
soning that the Supreme Court of Canada used in 1992 to defend the
presumption of guilt as it is defined by the Criminal Code under the living on
the avails provision.374

C. Avails Provision Demonstrably Justified, and Erroneously
Found Overbroad

The “living on the avails” provision states that anyone who “lives
wholly or in part on the avails of prostitution of another person, is guilty of
an indictable offence and liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding
ten years.”375 This provision is aimed at the people “who have an economic
stake in the earnings of a prostitute.”376 According to the doctrine, this target
of the provision “is commonly and aptly termed a pimp.”377 A pimp is de-

dined as a “person who lives parasitically off a prostitute’s earnings.”378 A
parasite is regarded as a person whose occupation “would not exist if his
customers were not prostitutes.”379 As held in a case against an escort
agency, the court found the element of parasitism to exist because the
agency manager was “in the business of rendering services to the escorts
because they” were prostituted persons.380 As such, their economic relation-
ship was sufficient proof of parasitism.381

Case law long before Bedford recognized that the avails provision did
not apply to landlords or other people who provide general services to pro-
stituted persons that are not directly related to their prostitution—services
that are the same as those these people provided to non-prostituted persons,
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from Eng.) (Reid, L.J., concurring in judgment); cf. Downey, [1992] 2 S.C.R. at 32
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as is the case of a “grocer who supplies groceries, the doctor or lawyer.” 382 Otherwise, to date the Canadian Criminal Code makes clear that even when someone is only proven to live “with” or be “habitually in the company of a prostitute or lives in a common bawdy-house,” it can be presumed that they are living on the “avails of prostitution” unless evidence to the contrary exists. 383 There are exceptions to this presumption though, as in Ontario where, since 1991, cases concerning domestic relationships needed a further finding of exploitation in order to prove that a person living with a prostituted person is “living on the avails” in the parasitic sense. 384 In 1992, when the Supreme Court of Canada faced a constitutional challenge to the presumption in \textit{R. v. Downey}, 385 it was nonetheless saved as a reasonable limitation of the right otherwise to be presumed innocent until proven guilty beyond reasonable doubt; this decision was justified under Section 1 of the Charter in light of the unquestionable “importance of successfully prosecuting pimps,” 386 and the concomitant need to avoid forcing prostituted persons to testify against pimps, which many prostituted persons are reluctant to do. 387 As explained back in 1992, without that presumption, prostituted persons would need to testify in order to gather evidence of parasitic living, which they rarely would do for fear of retribution and other reasons that supported, and did not contradict, a pimping relationship. 388 Similar observations have been made more recently by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police in their report on trafficking in Canada, where they conclude that there are many difficulties with the cooperation of victims due to their fear of reprisal, which creates critical obstacles to successful trafficking convictions. 389 Similar problems are widely encountered. 390 In part because of such difficulties, the avails provision’s strong presumption of guilt was upheld by the Su-
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386 \textit{Id.} at 39 (stating that “there cannot be any question of the importance of successfully prosecuting pimps”).
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The court held that this presumption was a rational legal response to the pressing and substantial objective of fighting sexual exploitation in Canada. Furthermore, this presumption was viewed as proportional to its objectives, and as such justified under Section 1 of the Charter, thus not overbroad.

In contrast to the Supreme Court’s decision in 1992, even the requirement to prove “exploitation” that was added as a rewrite by the Court of Appeal for Ontario in 2012, but subsequently rejected in favor of a complete invalidation in the Supreme Court of Canada in 2013, seems to make proving “living on the avails” substantially more difficult. If the Court of Appeal’s rewrite had been accepted in the higher instance, it would also in practice have reinstated a stronger requirement for further cooperation by typically intimidated and often incapacitated witnesses, if evidence of exploitation is to be available for the prosecution. As the Royal Canadian Mounted Police recently noted with regards to the trafficking provisions, when there is no cooperation from victims law enforcement are “sometimes” left with the option of laying “no charge at all,” whether under the avails or other provisions. Hence, in effect a requirement to prove “exploitation” would have replaced a prior presumption of a pimping relationship when anyone lives wholly or in part on someone else’s prostitution with a presumption that such relationships are innocent until proven otherwise. Even so benign a rewrite in Bedford (as distinguished from the Supreme Court’s complete invalidation) would have been in conflict with the Supreme Court of Canada’s reasoning in Downey that emphasized the need to facilitate prosecution of pimps.

The Court of Appeal for Ontario recognized that striking down the avails provision in its entirety would “neutralize the presumption” of parasitical living that was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1992 and “played an important role” in successfully prosecuting pimps. The rationale offered for adding a new requirement to prove “exploitation” nonetheless, absent complete invalidation, was that the avails provision “targets anyone with an economic stake in the earnings of the prostitute, even persons who offer no threat to the prostitute’s economic or physical well-being.” Even given this rationale, the Court of Appeal seems however to have rejected the reasoning behind the balancing analysis in Downey, where facilitating efficient prosecution of pimps was prioritized over the interests of third parties (even those who present no ostensible threat to prostituted persons).
reaching this decision the Court of Appeal for Ontario had also assumed, as did the Supreme Court of Canada, that third parties in general could improve the safety or well-being for prostituted persons, as opposed to being exploitative and taking advantage of the pre-existing vulnerabilities of prostituted persons. However, these two courts relied on social science evidence that, contrary to their claims, did not reliably support their assumptions. When making it easier to prosecute third parties without requiring that prostituted persons testify directly against them, Downey had for practical purposes recognized that pimps were manipulative in their behavior in a way which only recent psychological literature seems to have begun unraveling in a systematic sense: Psychologists now describe how pimps use a range of sophisticated and manipulative techniques to entrap persons in prostitution, which makes prostitution difficult to leave even if the persons want to get out. Brutal techniques that are commonly used to ensnare young people include creating traumatic bonding by a process of exposing the prostituted person to severe violence, social isolation, and degradation, which is followed by strategic rewards. These and more subtle methods are used to exploit older or more mature persons, who, often in combination with facing stacked cards in life due to race and sex discrimination, can be especially vulnerable because of prior sexual or physical abuse, poverty, homelessness, or the need to support dependents.

In defending its view that the avails provision was overbroad, the Ontario Court of Appeal made an example with a previous decision they made in R. v. Barrow. In that case the court found that a madam’s escort agency in Ontario took a third of the earnings from her prostituted women, which meant that those women had to have sex with more men in order to compensate for her cut. As discussed above, seeing more tricks typically entails a risk of more exploitative abuse and might provide incentives for unsafe sex.

400 See, e.g., Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, paras. 253–54 (agreeing with the application judge’s finding that the avails provision “prevents prostitutes from hiring bodyguards, drivers or others who could keep them safe”); cf. Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at para. 162 (finding that “the law not only catches drivers and bodyguards, who may actually be pimps, but it also catches clearly non-exploitative relationships, such as receptionists or accountants who work with prostitutes”).
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405 Id. at 70–75 (presenting case study of a nonviolent pimp who exploited the economic needs or aspirations of educated African American women burdened by the realities of sex and racial discrimination and additional multiple workloads, e.g., supporting a dependent); see also supra notes 32–43 and accompanying text (summarizing research and documentation of childhood abuse, poverty, homelessness, and the overrepresentation of ethnic or racial minorities among prostituted populations).
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Researchers have explained that prostituted persons rarely trust public authorities such as social service officials with information about their lives, in part because prostituted persons are often distrusted and stigmatized by the authorities. This distrust presumably holds for testifying in court as well, and in that sense Barrow is no exception. Indeed, the decision in Downey was built on a recognition of the difficulties to acquire testimonies from prostituted persons, especially those who would speak out against their exploiters. Four women who had been prostituted for Barrow testified that she was helpful at times, but the evidence discussed above does suggests that such experiences (even if correct in their cases) is certainly not representative of many relationships between prostituted persons and third parties. In this light their testimonies that Ms. Barrow was helpful should be interpreted cautiously. As noted by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police with regards to trafficking survivors, it is not unusual that the benefits of cooperating with prosecutors are “so minute” for them that it is not worth their troubles. Deeming from such observations it is debatable whether there are sufficient incentives for a prostituted person to testify in court, particularly if they would expose themselves to potential retaliation if the person they are testifying against is not successfully convicted. In this regard there is little reason to question the Supreme Court of Canada’s prior balancing of the interests of the prostituted persons against those who profit from their prostitution, which was clarified when the Criminal Code’s presumption of living on the avails for persons who merely live with, or who are habitually in company of prostituted persons, was defended:

Prostitutes are a particularly vulnerable segment of society. The cruel abuse they suffer inflicted by their parasitic pimps has been well documented. The impugned section is aimed not only at remedying a social problem but also at providing some measure of protection for the prostitute by eliminating the necessity of testifying. It would be unfortunate if the Charter were used to deprive a vulnerable segment of society of a measure of protection.

The Downey Court also concluded that the reverse claim is not too difficult to disprove in exceptional cases, such as where an accused third party is not living parasitically off prostituted persons’ backs but providing services that further their safety and well-being. The court thus found that “[a]ll that is required of the accused is to point to evidence capable of raising a reasonable doubt. That can often be achieved as a result of cross-exam-
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ination of Crown witnesses. The section does not necessarily force the accused to testify.” 415 Third parties whose actions have genuinely supported prostituted people rather than violate or exploit them should thus be able to readily cast reasonable doubt on the presumption. Numerous reliable studies suggest that persons who are habitually in the company of prostituted persons, and who cannot provide evidence to the contrary, are living parasitically off prostituted persons. 416 Already the Bedford decision in the Court of Appeal effectively changed this presumption into a presumption that such persons are innocent when it required proof of exploitation of living on the avails. In effect, that decision seems to have promoted the interests of pimps and brothel owners, who would have been presumed to be legitimate business parties. Needless to say, the decision in the Supreme Court of Canada to completely invalidate the avails provision goes even further.

D. Bawdy-House Laws Should Not Apply to Prostituted Persons Who Do Not Facilitate Prostitution of Others

The Supreme Court’s decision to invalidate the bawdy-house laws as applied to prostituted persons should arguably stand in certain respects. As stated below in the Court of Appeal, it was found that the bawdy-house provision was “most significantly overbroad in its extension to the prostitute’s own home for her own use” as a result of an amendment from 1907, 417 which now can be found in the Criminal Code’s definition of a “common bawdy-house” as a “place that is (a) kept or occupied, or (b) resorted to by one or more persons for the purpose of prostitution.” 418 A “single person discretely operating out of her own home by herself,” this court asserted, “would be unlikely to cause most of the public health or safety problems to which the legislation is directed.” 419 Indeed, as the Court of Appeal in effect observed, to contend that it is prostituted persons themselves who cause the vast bulk of the public health or safety problems of the sex industry, such as trafficking or the exploitation of children, 420 is inconsistent with a large and reliable body of empirical evidence, which suggests that it is third parties and tricks who drive the demand for sexual exploitation. 421 Studies indicate that as many as nine out of ten prostituted persons want to escape prostitution. 422 On top of this situation, there are a number of serious obstacles to escaping that make it extremely difficult for most prostituted persons to exit without strong social support. 423
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men typically wanted to leave the sex industry, Sweden enacted a law in 1999 targeting the tricks while simultaneously decriminalizing prostituted persons; when the Swedish government faced criticism from one faction of opponents in 1998 who wanted to criminalize both the buyer and the person who is bought for sex, it responded in its final bill that “it is not reasonable also to criminalize the one who, at least in most cases, is the weaker party who is exploited by others who want to satisfy their own sexual drive,” and that in order to “encourage the prostituted persons to seek assistance to get away from prostitution,” it was important that “they do not feel they risk any form of sanction because they have been active as prostituted persons.”

In fact, criminalizing prostituted persons can reasonably be expected to cause them additional troubles that prevent them from escaping, such as imposing fines that have to be paid, criminal records that may amplify stigma, and raising obstacles to getting alternative jobs, acquiring housing, or gaining access to women’s shelters. In this light, the decision to invalidate the bawdy-house law as applied to prostituted persons themselves, especially in their own home, should stand. The invalidation should also cover a person “who is an inmate of a common bawdy-house,” so far as the term covers persons who are prostituted rather than third parties who benefit from or facilitate the prostituting of someone else.

IV. Bedford Ignores Equality Under the Canadian Charter

A. Substantive Inequality, Intersectionality (Multiple Disadvantage), and Prostitution

Canada’s doctrine regarding social equality is entrenched in Section 15 of the 1982 Charter of Rights and Freedoms, its equality provision. Summarizing Section 15’s equality doctrine situates and defines the role of the “liv-
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427 Cf. Factum of the Interveners, Canadian Ass’n of Sexual Assault Centres et al., supra note 93, at para. 4 (submitting that the provision against being an “inmate of a bawdy house” is unconstitutional, and that the other bawdy-house laws are “unconstitutional only to the extent that they apply to prostituted persons”) (emphasis omitted). This factum raises a difficult dilemma. Some may argue that two persons who are prostituted in an apartment could support each other without anyone profiting from the other’s prostitution. Even though this may happen in some cases, evidence suggests that prostitution is generally exploitative and unequal. See supra Part I and Part II A–E. As such, prostitution invites persons without scruples to take advantage of other people. Some prostituted persons could do this against other prostituted people. In other terms, extending the exceptions under the bawdy-house provisions to more than one person would also open up the door for more exploitation.
ing on the avails” and “bawdy-house” provisions in the context of Canada’s general ambition to promote social equality. The Supreme Court of Canada has viewed Section 15(1) since its inception as “the broadest of all guarantees. It applies to and supports all other rights guaranteed by the Charter.”

Section 15(1) provides that “[e]very individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.”

Section 15(2) guarantees that “[s]ubsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.”

Recently in R. v. Kapp (2008), the Supreme Court of Canada clarified the objectives of Section 15:

Under s. 15(1), the focus is on preventing governments from making distinctions based on the enumerated or analogous grounds that: have the effect of perpetuating group disadvantage and prejudice; or impose disadvantage on the basis of stereotyping. Under s. 15(2), the focus is on enabling governments to pro-actively combat existing discrimination through affirmative measures.

Decisions prior to Kapp held that the meaning of discriminatory “distinctions” under Section 15 is not restricted to facial discrimination (de jure), but also covers disparate impact under facially neutral laws (de facto discrimination, e.g., discriminatory “effects”) whether or not such disparity is intentional. The Supreme Court of Canada guarantees not only non-dis-
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crimination in the formal sense but equality through the operation of law in the social, political, or cultural sense, as expressed in the seminal Andrews v. Law Society of British Columbia (1989), which recognized that “every difference in treatment between individuals under the law will not necessarily result in inequality and, as well, that identical treatment may frequently produce serious inequality.”434 The Canadian approach is thus often termed “substantive equality,” distinguished from “formal equality,” with substantive equality necessitating a more searching inquiry into the consequences of a challenged law in its social, political, economic, and historical context.435

Soon after the Charter was adopted, the Supreme Court of Canada developed a proactive and substantive equality approach under Section 15 that aimed to help eliminate “discrimination against groups suffering social, political and legal disadvantage in our society.”436 Such groups were identified by indicia “such as stereotyping, historical disadvantage or vulnerability to political and social prejudice.”437 Prostituted persons fit the subset of Canada’s population that merits solicitude under Section 15 well as they have historically been vulnerable to multiple disadvantages,438 such as extreme poverty, childhood abuse and neglect, sexism, and racial discrimination; for example, prostituted women in Canada are disproportionately of First Nations descent.439 Their disadvantages that pre-exist the operation of law are either specifically enumerated in Section 15, are directly related to them, or are analogous to the grounds enumerated in Section 15.440 The overwhelming majority of prostituted persons wish to escape the sex industry.441 However, because of criminal fines, public stigmatization and victim-blaming that

distinction, whether intentional or not but based on grounds relating to personal characteristics of the individual or group, which has the effect of imposing burdens, obligations, or disadvantages on such individual or group not imposed upon others, or which withholds or limits access to opportunities, benefits, and advantages available to other members of society”) (emphasis added).
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441 Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 48, 51, 56 (finding that 89% of 785 prostituted persons in nine countries said they wanted to escape prostitution); cf. Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 27 tbl.1 (81% of the forty-five respondents in legal brothels said they wished to leave prostitution during interviews, while many were subject to surveillance by listening devices and responded in whispers).
comes with being regarded as criminals under many of Canada’s laws that addressed prostitution before *Bedford*, prostituted persons are stigmatized sometimes just as severely as the pimps and profiteers who exploited them.\footnote{See, e.g., Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46, § 210(2)(a) (Can.) (criminalizing anyone who “is an inmate of a common bawdy-house”), § 213(1)(c) (criminalizing anyone who “stops or attempts to stop any person or in any manner communicates or attempts to communicate with any person for the purpose of engaging in prostitution”), *invalidated in Bedford* (Can.), supra note 1, at para. 164.} Such legal treatment victimizes them further by imposing fines, criminal records, and other troubles that can prevent them from getting jobs, acquiring housing, or gaining access to women’s shelters, thus obstructs their opportunities to escape prostitution.\footnote{\textit{Turpin}, [1989] 1 S.C.R. at 1333; cf. \textit{Andrews}, [1989] 1 S.C.R. at 180–81 (McIntyre, J.).} In this light, perhaps “stereotyping” and “political and social prejudice,” which are proscribed under Section 15,\footnote{For the origins of the seminal political and legal theory of intersectional discrimination and how to challenge it, see, for example, Kimberle Crenshaw, \textit{Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics}, 1989 U. CHI. LEGAL F. 139, 149–52 (1989).} would be appropriate words to describe the situation facing these prostituted persons.

Prostitution as an institution for the prostituted persons could be described as an *intersectional*\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 151.} problem of inequality, converging the multiple disadvantages of prior child abuse and neglect, poverty, racial discrimination, homelessness, and sexism. Intersectionality highlights important legal problems of the connections between inequalities for groups that “are marginalized in the interface between antidiscrimination law and race and gender hierarchies,”\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 151–52.} or within and between many inequalities. Problems due to intersectionality may complicate access to substantive equality for certain disadvantaged groups, and obscure the full scope of their disadvantage and its sources. As suggested by law professor Kimberle Crenshaw, a problem with discrimination against Black women has been that remedies were “generally available only to those who—due to the singularity of their burden and their otherwise privileged position” could be recognized by relatively one-dimensional political and legal categories.\footnote{Legal recognition that rape and domestic abuse are violations of sex equality (which is recognized as a human rights imperative internationally, although scarcely recognized as such in the domestic law of any country) is a progressive development. \textit{See, e.g., M.C. v. Bulgaria, 15 Eur. Ct. H.R. 627 (2004) (on rape); Opuz v. Turkey, App. No. 33401/02, Eur. Ct. H.R. (2009) (on domestic violence); U.N. Comm. on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, General Recommendation No. 19, U.N. Doc. A/47/38 ¶¶ 6-7 (Feb. 1, 1992); U.N. Comm. on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, Communication No. 18/2008 (Opt. Protocol), 46th Sess., July 12–30, 2010, U.N.} Similarly, although gender-based violence such as rape and domestic abuse can be seen as problems of sex inequality,\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 151.} they may involve racial, age, or class factors.
Racism and/or poverty often amplify discriminatory attitudes or aggravate economic obstacles that make some women more vulnerable than others to forms of gender-based violence, including in prostitution. Such violence then becomes an intersectional problem in which gender interacts with other social categories, some of which are also covered by Canadian equality law.

The problems of law and politics posed by multiple disadvantages can be seen in prostitution. The many disadvantages of prostituted persons place them in coercive circumstances that usually force them to accept, for lack of other options, being exploited sexually in ways that most non-prostituted persons would simply define as "rape." However, prostituted persons may not be seen as victims of rape under existing law—not when they routinely are bought for sex and frequently not when forced by violence and not paid. This problem is apparent when the law requires evidence of osten-
sive use of violence or threats in order to establish non-consent—a typical approach taken under many rape laws.\textsuperscript{452} For instance, until July 2013, the Swedish Criminal Code’s rape provision was premised upon a showing of express force by assault, violence, or “threat of a criminal act,” with an exception only for persons in a “helpless state.”\textsuperscript{453} If prostituted persons negotiate the price for their sexual use, arguably they are not entirely “helpless.” Nonetheless, evidence suggest that the overwhelming majority are sexually exploited under such compelling circumstances that roughly nine in ten want to leave prostitution, and two-thirds have posttraumatic stress disorder symptoms in the same range as battered women, refugees from state-organized torture, and treatment-seeking Vietnam veterans.\textsuperscript{454} From this point of view, the avails and bawdy-house provisions are useful, even necessary, given the difficult to impossible requirements of other laws in their applications to prostituted women, including not only most rape laws, but so far also most trafficking laws.\textsuperscript{455} The lack of recognition of much exploitation in prostitution makes retaining those laws that can stop and prevent exploitative behavior in situations of multiple inequalities imperative.\textsuperscript{456}

\textbf{B. Section 15 Protects Prostitution Laws that Promote Equality}

Canadian criminal laws, civil laws, policies, and programs that are shown to promote social equality can be saved under the Charter’s Section 15 equality guarantees. They may even withstand challenges based on conflicting and central democratic imperatives, such as the freedom of expression.\textsuperscript{457} However, laws that amplify inequality are not consistent with the

\textsuperscript{452} See, e.g., Catharine A. MacKinnon, Sex Equality 779, 779–834 (2d ed. 2007) (discussing, inter alia, different degrees of requirements for a showing of violence, threats of violence, and similar forced conditions under various state rape laws in the United States).

\textsuperscript{453} Compare Brottsbalken [BrB] [Criminal Code] 6:1, paras. 1–2 (Swed.) (changing the statutory expression “helpless state” to a “particularly vulnerable situation” on July 1, 2013), with Proposition [Prop.] 2012/13:111 En skärpt sexualbrottslagstiftning [A Strengthened Sexual Offenses Legislation] [government bill] 6 (Swed.) (passed) (using the “helpless state” language). Whether this wording change will facilitate a change in the application of the statute remains to be seen.

\textsuperscript{454} Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 48 tbl.6, 56. For more details regarding preconditions to prostitution and circumstances while there, see supra Parts I, II A.

\textsuperscript{455} See supra notes 314–356 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{456} See generally supra Part III and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{457} See, e.g., R. v. Keegstra, [1990] 3 S.C.R. 697, 713, 756 (Can.) (finding that a law which prohibited willful promotion of hatred against identifiable groups that were distinguished by color, race, religion or ethnic origin was saved by § 1 under the Charter against a challenge under § 2(b) of the Charter (freedom of expression), in part because the law was consistent with “the Charter commitment to equality, . . . insofar as it seeks to ensure the equality of all individuals in Canadian society.”); cf. R. v. Butler, [1992] 1 S.C.R. 452, 509–10 (Can.) (finding that a law against degrading or dehumanizing pornography promotes equality since it “seeks to enhance respect for all members of society, and non-violence and equality in their relations with each other,” and is therefore saved by § 1 under the Charter against challenges under § 2(b) under the Charter, in part be-
Charter’s equality guarantees. The Supreme Court of Canada stated in Andrews that the “promotion of equality entails the promotion of a society in which all are secure in the knowledge that they are recognized at law as human beings equally deserving of concern, respect and consideration.”458 Arguably, a person who is sexually exploited in prostitution, under circumstances that are coercive, including conditions of extreme inequality, is not being treated with equal respect, consideration, and dignity. The living on the avails and bawdy-house provisions, given that they prevent exploitation and promote equality, thus find support in the Charter’s equality guarantees. Without recognizing that their purposes are equality-promoting, the Court of Appeal for Ontario nonetheless provided support for this conclusion when it identified the objective of the avails provisions as aiming “to protect vulnerable persons from being coerced, pressured or emotionally manipulated into prostitution,” and “to prevent pimps from exploiting prostitutes and from profiting from the prostitution of others,” and that the bawdy-house laws were also “measures that target human trafficking and child exploitation, both of which may tragically arise through the operation of bawdy-houses.”459

To the extent that third parties amplify and preclude ameliorating the severe discrimination and inequality that prostituted persons face in societies—as evidence suggests460—and the avails and bawdy-house provisions are effective in prosecuting their exploiters—as compared with other laws, and compared with lack of any such laws, they have been461—those laws promote the substantive equality of prostituted persons in society, a group that merits protection under Section 15. By contrast, the Supreme Court’s complete invalidation of the living on the avails provision (and the Court of Appeal’s attempted rewrite requiring proof of explanation), provides more protection for third parties who exploit prostituted persons and less protection for the vast majority of prostituted persons whose equality, dignity, and humanity arguably are being violated by being exploited in prostitution. Similarly, invalidating the bawdy-house laws as applied to other persons apart from the prostituted person herself (or himself) provides more protec-
tion to those who exploit and take advantage of the vulnerabilities and multiple disadvantages of prostituted persons, depriving them of their dignity and humanity, hence their equality.

According to the reasoning above, Bedford does not promote social equality. The Bedford decisions favor the groups that have had the upper hand in an unequal social institution. Favoring pimps and profiteers this way contravenes the Charter’s equality guarantees, since the Supreme Court of Canada has previously taken the position that “the effects of entrenching a guarantee of equality in the Charter are not confined to those instances where it can be invoked by an individual against the state.” The Supreme Court of Canada would have similarly favored racists had it invalidated a demonstrably justified law against hate-propaganda in the 1990 case R. v. Keegstra. Instead, the Court saved the law, precisely because it promoted social equality. When the Supreme Court in Bedford invalidated the avails provision in its entirety, it disempowered the majority of prostituted persons by eliminating a sanction against their exploiters that the legal presumption of parasitism had previously provided. Similarly, invalidating the bawdy-house laws makes it far easier for pimps and profiteers to exploit persons in prostitution in brothel systems, and to hide behind their various purportedly legitimate businesses (e.g., massage parlors, strip clubs, or “aromatherapy”). With their decisions, the Bedford courts have disempowered prostituted persons, who should be recognized as a protected group under Section 15, in those situations when they might be victimized by pimps.

If one assumes that benign third parties can be found in prostitution, as the Bedford Court of Appeal for Ontario assumed about the escort agency madam in Barrow, the Supreme Court’s decision to invalidate the avails and bawdy house provisions favors only those few prostituted persons, if at all, who might be less vulnerable than the majority and are more able to ascertain their interest and actually benefit from third parties. The research suggests that the majority of prostituted persons are not in such an equal position vis-à-vis third parties that they can ascertain their interests and benefit from forming business relations with them. Instead, they are likely to be more exploited, for instance having to meet more tricks to break even, without necessarily receiving tangible improvements of safety or well-being.

---

463 Id. at 755–56.
464 Id. (saving law against hate-propaganda under § 1 of the Charter with reference to § 15 of the Charter, in part on the rationale that harms caused by such messages “run directly counter to the values central to a free and democratic society, and in restricting the promotion of hatred Parliament is therefore seeking to bolster the notion of mutual respect necessary in a nation which venerates the equality of all persons”).
465 See supra Part III.C.
466 See supra Part III.B, particularly notes 347–356 and accompanying text.
467 Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, paras. 236, 251, 270 (taking the position that Barrow was an overbroad application of the avails provision).
468 See supra Parts I, II.A.
Bedford, rather, benefits those few hypothetical persons who are least vulnerable among the general population of prostituted persons, while those who are most vulnerable and unequal compared to the general population in Canada receive significantly less protection when laws that could effectively put their exploiters behind bars and out of business are invalidated. Consequently, the outcomes of the Bedford decisions have a negative impact on a population that should merit protection under Section 15. By contrast, reinstating the avails and bawdy-house provisions as they stood before the Bedford decision would promote social equality. 469

In Bedford, constitutional equality was argued neither by the plaintiffs to attack the statutes nor by the Crown to defend them, though some interveners mentioned equality in their facta. 470 But in a recent case in British Columbia, the appellants (“B.C. Plaintiffs”) made a completely different equality argument under the Charter, arguing in brief that the avails and bawdy-house provisions be overturned on equality grounds, because they keep third parties from working with prostituted persons: accordingly, appellants claimed that the avails and bawdy-house provisions “offend s. 15 of the Charter because sex workers are disproportionately members of disadvantaged classes” 471 who were, by the operation of the statutes, not allowed “‘to form business relationships with others for the purpose of advancing their economic well-being.’” 472 Labor and insurance regulations were also said to be precluded from operating on their behalf under the prostitution laws, which allegedly violated Section 15 equality guarantees. 473 The B.C. Plaintiffs hence argued that these laws against prostitution-related activities operated to “‘draw a formal distinction or, in the alternative, have a severe and disproportionate impact on sex workers, as compared to those persons in other occupations, by making prostitution more dangerous’” than it would have been without the laws. 474 This case is not yet resolved. 475

469 With the exception of such applications that criminalize individual prostituted persons for what is their own sexual exploitation and from which they typically wish to escape. Today, when bawdy-house laws are used to criminalize “inmates” or those individuals who “keep” a bawdy-house in their own homes, the law arguably is counterproductive by making it more difficult for such people to escape prostitution, if or when they so wish. Cf. supra notes 424–427 and accompanying text.

470 See, e.g., Factum of the Interveners, Canadian Ass’n of Sexual Assault Ctrs., et al., supra note 93, at paras. 3, 8 passim (referring to “substantive equality” and citing §§ 15 & 28 of the Canadian Charter, supra note 18).


473 Downtown Eastside, 2010 BCCA 439, at paras. 8–9 (Saunders, J.).

474 Downtown Eastside, 2008 BCSC 1726, para. 26 (quoting from plaintiffs’ brief).

475 Only standing has been litigated. See Downtown Eastside Sex Workers United Against Violence Society v. Canada (Att’y Gen.), 2012 SCC 45, [2012] 2 S.C.R. 524 at paras. 76–77 (Can.) (granting public interest standing to parties seeking to challenge various prostitution laws). Given the B.C. Plaintiffs’ challenge to the prostitution laws under § 15 of the Charter in their own case, it is slightly surprising that their intervening factum...
While the B.C. Plaintiffs correctly contend that prostituted persons are members of disadvantaged groups, hence deserving of special solicitude under Section 15, they draw the same mistaken conclusions on the evidence that was drawn in *Bedford*. Third parties who live parasitically on others’ prostitution were defined as “pimps” according to the prior Canadian doctrine, and these persons do not generally protect prostituted persons as the *Bedford* courts found; the empirical evidence suggests that they typically endanger and exploit them. Hence, prohibiting third parties from living off the prostitution of other persons, or prohibiting those who do from otherwise organizing or controlling prostituted people’s lives, whether indoors or outdoors, does not make prostitution more dangerous per se. On this recognition, legal action against third parties does not damage the equality rights of prostituted persons. On the contrary, to the extent they operate as intended, they restrain, restrict, and deter pimps—who tend to hide behind various otherwise legitimate facades—to prostituted persons’ benefit. Indeed, these laws work in the direction of equalizing the relationship between pimps and the people they sell. Pimps disempower prostituted persons while exploiting the vulnerabilities they can find or create. Removing laws designed to counter their dominant power will empower them further. To argue the reverse turns the Charter’s guarantee of substantive equality on its head.

An implicit assumption of the B.C. Plaintiffs’ call for legalizing third parties seems to be that prostitution and prostituted persons are similarly situated to workers, businesses, and the service sector in general, attributing to them an arm’s length relation to their employers and clients that prostituted persons simply do not have in relation to pimps, brothel owners, tricks, and other profiteers of prostitution. They contend that the two prostitution provisions impermissibly make “distinctions,” between those in “prostitution work” and those in other lines of “work” or alternatively, that they have a disparate impact on prostituted persons, because the availls and

---


477 See supra Part I.B.

478 *See, e.g., supra* notes 351–356 and accompanying text (discussing how third parties circumvent liability for sex trafficking and “living on the availls” by avoiding association with the financial trails of prostitution, or by conducting prostitution in conjunction with legal businesses performed by licensed masseuses or in proximity to strip clubs that ostensibly have no prostitution on the premises).

479 *See, e.g., Schwartz et. al., Pimp Subjugation of Women by Mind Control, in Prostitution and Trafficking in Nevada: Making the Connections, supra* note 4, at 58–59 (noting that pimps sometimes deliberately impregnate women to increase their control over the adult through her child, or to increase the supply of prostituted persons).

480 *See supra* Part I–II on the unequal relationships between the prostituted persons and the other profiteers and actors in prostitution.

bawdy-house provisions do not operate equally against the rest of the Cana-
dian population of third-party business entrepreneurs. On their logic, either
no third party living off the work of another should be criminalized, or all
such third parties should be criminalized—such as plumbing, acting, or cab
driving agencies—because these agencies might be exploitative and para-
sitic. By this token, social security plans and collective bargaining fees
should also be subjected to a similarly situated test. This approach clearly
fails to account for the substantive inequality that characterizes prostituted
persons compared with those who work in many other occupations. While
many workers have distinct vulnerabilities, it is difficult to imagine more
than a few exceptional categories that approach the harm caused by prostitu-
tion.482 Prostituted persons thus need stronger protections of the sort pro-
vided by the challenged provisions than nonprostituted persons do at work.

Noting that prostituted persons belong to disadvantaged groups that
merit particular attention under Section 15 might have suggested another
analysis to the B.C. Plaintiffs. Substantive inequality, including multiple dis-
advantages that operate intersectionally, as they tend to do in prostitution,
are produced through the interplay between exploitative social forces, legal
frameworks, and enforcement practices that either reinforce the exploitation
or leave it unaddressed. Whether legal distinctions create or produce ine-
quality or mitigate it depends on the conditions on the ground. As the Su-
preme Court of Canada said in Andrews:

[M]ere equality of application to similarly situated groups or indi-
viduals does not afford a realistic test for a violation of equality
rights. For, as has been said, a bad law will not be saved merely
because it operates equally upon those to whom it has application.
Nor will a law necessarily be bad because it makes distinctions.483

To promote equality under this approach, laws such as the bawdy-house and
avails provisions are needed precisely because they disparately criminalize
only those who exploit or profit from the sale of prostituted persons. In sum,
Section 15 protects prostitution laws such as the bawdy-house or avails pro-
visions where they promote equality. It also would militate against reformu-
lating them so they promote inequality—contrary to the Bedford decision.
Parliament’s de facto criminalization of pimps—third parties who live para-
sitically off the prostitution of others—accordingly should have been upheld
by the Supreme Court.

482 For a comparison of PTSD symptoms among prostituted persons and Vietnam
Veterans requesting treatment, see Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 44, 48
& tbl.6, 56. For other physical and psychological symptoms, see id. at 42–60. On the
vulnerability of prostituted persons in general, see also supra Part I.A; infra notes
484–486 and accompanying text.

C. Retain the Criminalization of Tricks and Pimps, Decriminalize Prostituted Persons

In *R v. Kapp*, the Supreme Court of Canada defined “disadvantaged” as connoting “vulnerability, prejudice, and negative social characterization,” and stated that ameliorating discriminatory “conditions of a specific and identifiable disadvantaged group” was the focus of Section 15—not “broad societal legislation.” Exploitation in prostitution is a “condition” of a “specific and identifiable group” that is amplified by social, economic, political, and cultural “vulnerability.” Research suggests that exploitation in prostitution may have more serious measurable consequences, such as very high rates of PTSD and physical injuries and symptoms, than what occurs in other areas that have been the subject of “broad societal legislation, such as social assistance programs,” or the labor market regulations that were invoked as a comparison in the B.C. Plaintiffs’ case against the avails and bawdy-house laws. Accordingly, a law that has the objective of protecting against exploitation in prostitution, as the presumption of avails does, or to combating human trafficking and child exploitation, as the bawdy-house law does, also “has as its object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups.”

By contrast, if there were a law against prostitution, striking down the criminalization of persons who are sold for prostitution would promote equality since that group is prostituted under unequal, exploitative, and coercive conditions. Thus, they should not be punished as criminals but rather be understood as victimized by others and by social circumstances. Similarly, Canadian legislatures could create a law that provides support for prostituted persons, and only them, for exiting prostitution if and when they want to, promoting equality consistent with Section 15. Laws that do not ameliorate the conditions of the disadvantaged would criminalize prostituted persons themselves, rather than those penalizing their profiteers and tricks. A law that provided prostituted persons a civil cause of action for damages from pimps, brothel owners, and tricks for violating their human rights, specifically their human equality, would be fully constitutional. A criminal law

---

485 For studies on prostitution, PTSD and similar mental disorder symptoms, and physical symptoms, see *supra* notes 45–59 and accompanying text.
486 *Kapp*, 2008 SCC 41 at para. 55.
489 See, e.g., *Kapp*, 2008 SCC 41 at paras. 3, 25, 28, 37, 40, 48–49 (stating that laws, programs, or activities making distinctions on the grounds enumerated under § 15(1) or analogous grounds in order to ameliorate the conditions of disadvantaged groups, and therefore to promote equality and further § 15’s guarantee of substantive equality, are generally constitutional under § 15(2) of the Charter since the court gives significant deference to the legislature when reviewing such programs).
against buying a person in prostitution, as exists in Sweden, would also be constitutional under this approach. Contrary to the concerns expressed by the Supreme Court of Canada with regards to the Canadian law that criminalized both those being bought for sex and those buying them on the streets for increasing the risks to the safety of prostituted persons, research and government evaluations strongly suggest that such concerns have not materialized in Sweden after the criminalization of the buyers only (while those being bought were decriminalized). This is not a surprising outcome when considering that Sweden’s law is fundamentally different from Canada’s. The Swedish law has also dramatically reduced the occurrence of prostitution and trafficking since 1999, both in a strictly national perspective as well as relative to its neighboring countries that had other laws until at least 2009.

The objections from the B.C. Plaintiffs that prostituted persons may be denied a beneficial business relationship with third parties because of the avails provision is neither consistent with the actual law, nor consistent under a Section 15 analysis; Downey already acknowledged that if evidence were available to the court that indicated a genuinely mutual business relationship, a defendant could easily disprove the charge under the avails provision. Moreover, the research suggests that it is only a minority of prostituted persons, likely small in number, who might benefit from having their third-party relationships legally treated the way those of third parties are treated in other business areas. These would be those prostituted persons who are least unequal, compared with the general population, if they exist, thus least disadvantaged. In any event, the crucial point is that the majority of prostituted persons are exploited and merit consideration under Section 15 according to Kapp: “Not all members of the group need to be

490 Brottsbalken [BrB] [Criminal Code] 6:11 (Swed.).
491 For further analysis of the Swedish law’s rationales, impact, and potential, see generally Max Waltman, Sweden’s Prohibition of Purchase of Sex: The Law’s Reasons, Impact, and Potential, 34 WOMEN’S STUD. INT’L F. 449 (2011); Waltman, Ending Trafficking, supra note 301.
492 Bedford (Can.), supra note 1, at paras. 70–71 (expressing the opinion that the law made prostituted persons more vulnerable by contributing to their isolation and deterring communications that might increase their safety).
493 See Waltman, Ending Trafficking, supra note 301, at 151–53 (summarizing independent research and government reports and analyzing misinformation); cf. Waltman, Sweden’s Prohibition, supra note 491, at 461–62.
494 See Waltman, Ending Trafficking, supra note 301, at 146–50 (summarizing and analyzing independent research, government reports, and other evidence); cf. Waltman, Sweden’s Prohibition, supra note 491, at 458–460.
496 See supra Part I.A–B. Considering that 89% of 785 prostituted persons in nine countries consciously stated that they wished they could escape prostitution, Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 48, 51, 56, they do not seem to have a real or acceptable alternative to prostitution and are thus likely not in an equal bargaining position with third parties—and particularly not equal with the tricks, who can afford to pay them for sex.
disadvantaged, as long as the group as a whole has experienced discrimination.\footnote{497}

The “same treatment” advocated by the B.C. Plaintiffs’ logic has long been criticized by discrimination scholars as obscuring reality through a legal “neutrality” that proceeds from the privileged group’s perspective and is blind to substantive inequality: such similar treatment reinforces inequality by making the equality laws useless, except for those who least need them,\footnote{498} as the more substantively unequal and vulnerable to exploitation a person is, the less she or he is recognized as unequal. “Neutrality” along those lines would make it even more difficult to ameliorate intersectional multiple disadvantages in prostitution. For these reasons, the “similar treatment” advocated by the B.C. Plaintiffs has been criticized as taking the perspective of privileged groups, such as men who do not typically need protection from gender-based violence.\footnote{499} The same critique could be made with regards to privileged women who do not need legal protections against the sexual exploitation of prostitution.

Had the Supreme Court of Canada considered a Section 15 substantive equality analysis, the Court of Appeal for Ontario’s explicit recognition that the avails provision’s objective is “to protect vulnerable persons from being coerced, pressured or emotionally manipulated into prostitution,” and “to prevent pimps from exploiting prostitutes and from profiting from the prostitution of others,”\footnote{500} would support upholding the law against a challenge of discrimination. Similarly, a Section 15 substantive equality analysis supports the bawdy-house laws on the recognition that the objective of those laws is to improve “measures that target human trafficking and child exploitation, both of which may tragically arise through the operation of bawdy-houses.”\footnote{501}

\footnotetext[498]{ See, e.g., Catharine A. MacKinnon, Sex Equality: On Difference and Dominance, in Toward A Feminist Theory of the State 215, 233–34 (1989) (“Those who most need equal treatment will be the least similar, socially, to those whose situation sets the standard against which their entitlement to equal treatment is measured. The deepest problems of sex inequality do not find women ‘similarly situated’ to men.”); id. at 225 (“[t]he women [who] gender neutrality benefit[ ] . . . . are mostly women who have achieved a biography that somewhat approximates the male norm . . . . the least of sex discrimination’s victims. When they are denied a man’s chance, it looks the most like sex bias.”); Crenshaw, supra note 445, at 152 (noting that antidiscrimination doctrines do not work well for Black women when they “cannot conclusively say that ‘but for’ their race or ‘but for’ their gender they would be treated differently”); cf. Andrews v. Law Soc’y of B.C., [1989] 1 S.C.R. 143, 167–68 (Can.) (criticizing the similarly situated test).} 
\footnotetext[499]{ Cf. Catharine A. MacKinnon, On Torture, in Are Women Human? And Other International Dialogues 17, 26 (2006) (“Where the lack of similarity of women’s condition to men is extreme because of sex inequality, the result is that the law of sex equality does not properly apply.”).} 
\footnotetext[500]{ Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at paras. 238–39.} 
\footnotetext[501]{ Bedford (Ont. C.A.), supra note 14, at paras. 193, 238–39. While the court may disagree with the Attorney General’s further argument that the living on the avails “offence reflects a Parliamentary objective to eradicate prostitution,” id. at para. 238 (em-}
CONCLUSION

The evidence suggests that third parties such as pimps and brothel-keepers do not improve the well-being and safety of prostituted persons. This could be expected, for prostitution is intrinsically unequal, and builds on multiple recognized inequalities, providing high incentives and vulnerable targets for exploitation and abuse. By contrast with the evidence analyzed here, including of the record in Bedford itself, the Canadian courts took the view that providing significantly more legality to third-party profiteers in prostitution than they were afforded under previous laws would enhance the safety and well-being of prostituted persons. However, social science research studies analyzed in the court of first instance and accepted as true on appeal were either misrepresented and/or contained potentially serious methodological flaws that the courts never considered. Expert opinions cited in all courts were hypothetical at best, naïve at worst, and as such did not support the trial court’s conclusions. The higher courts did not correct mistakes from below or provide additional evidence. The inference drawn by these courts, that indoor prostitution by itself reduces violence compared to street prostitution, can thus not be reliably supported by data.

As the Supreme Court of Canada in 1992 recognized when upholding an initial presumption of guilt under the avails provision, many pimps will intimidate, threaten, and even murder to prevent prostituted persons from providing courts with evidence of further exploitation. Contrary to their reasoning, the Ontario Court of Appeal suggested a rewrite of the avails provision that would require proof of exploitation in each case, putting more pressures on prostituted persons to testify in order to successfully prosecute pimps. This would likely expose them to more threats and violence, while increasing legal protection to pimps. In 2013, The Supreme Court of Canada, in invalidating the avails provision in its entirety, doubtlessly made the situation even worse. In a similar disregard of facts and practicalities, the Supreme Court invalidated bawdy-house laws that assist law enforcement in prosecuting traffickers and exploiters of minors and adults in prostitution who are creative at avoiding provable associations with the sex trade.

The consequences of the decisions in Bedford amplify the vulnerability and social, political, and legal disadvantage of a group that already suffers multiple disadvantages in society. The impact of its ruling stands out as being in discord with the imperatives to promote equality under the Charter that have been recognized by the Supreme Court of Canada since 1989. If anything, Section 15 directs Canadian courts to reframe the prostitution laws so they promote equality: not invalidate existing criminal laws against those who profit from the misery and foreclosed options of others, but decriminal-
ize prostituted people fully and criminalize tricks more powerfully, while providing further support for those who want to leave the life. Laws that enable prostituted persons to bring damage claims directly against those individuals who are most responsible for violating their equality and dignity—pimps and tricks—would also help redress part of the power imbalance intrinsic to the industry. Such a law, which exists in Sweden, along with serious criminalization of purchase of people for sex, provides a real means for people to make choices in their lives they want to make, as the majority of prostituted persons are unable to, but wish they could.

503 See Proposition [Prop.] 2010/11:77 Skärpt straff för köp av sexuell tjänst [Stricter Punishment for Purchase of Sexual Service] [government bill] 14–15 (Swed.) (passed); Justitieutskottets betänkande [Bet.] 2010/11:22 Skärpt straff för köp av sexuell tjänst [Stricter Punishment for Purchase of Sexual Service] [parliamentary committee report] 11–12 (Swed.) (May 12, 2010) (clarifying that the Sex Purchase law provides an opportunity for prostituted persons to claim damages from tricks). For an analysis of the civil rights aspect of Sweden’s law, see Waltman, Ending Trafficking, supra note 301, at 153–56; Waltman, Sweden’s Prohibition, supra note 491, at 463–68.

504 Cf. Farley et al., Nine Countries, supra note 32, at 48, 51, 56 (noting that 89% of 785 prostituted persons in nine countries said they wanted to exit prostitution, which is a choice they apparently cannot make); see also MacKinnon, Sex Equality, supra note 452, at 1250 (citing Elizabeth Fry Society of Toronto, Streetwork Outreach with Adult Female Prostitutes: Final Report 12–13 (1987)) (finding approximately 90% of women in street prostitution indicated they wanted to escape); Farley, Legal Brothel Prostitution in Nevada, supra note 55, at 24, 28–29 (finding 81% of 45 prostituted women in legal Nevada brothels said they wanted to escape prostitution, regardless of its legal status, despite risking being overheard by pimps during interview).